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handed in his resignation as Director pneumonia developed.
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band, who is eighty-seven years old,and from the shock, and
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D. Steele.
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ing.
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The young people arrived Saturday
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IT WAS A DAY OF REJOICING.
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Monday. Mother an child
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keepers
is about 21 years old.
On that Sunday a half century ago
10o.
i
John Patton, the well-known North
_
to escape without receiving any peraor- convicts and lhck of discipline. The
twenty-two pastors and twelve congre- Toed farmer, reports quite a freak on
Returned.
DIVOMC2
A
SECURES
MRS.DUDLEY
theirfurniture,
lost
they
al injuries, but
gatious formed a synod at Chicago. his premises. His fine cow has just
minority of twd will defend Happy.
Miss Otis Lewis, who has been Assistvillians wouldn't allow
Since that time this small bush has dropped a calf that has two heads, six
lawless
the
as
AsyHOG CHOL RA EXPERIMENTS.
ant Matron of Western Kentucky
grown to a tree of great proportions. legs and two tails.
from the
Her Husband Showed I nclinatiolisi For
for the Insane for some time has them to remove ti*ir property
lum
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Evil Associations.
Dissenters; were at times found in their
fired.
last
were
returned
houses litefere they
resigned her position and
Washington,IMay 11.—Both the State
midst and had to be expelled, yet this
Made a New Nomination.
Saturday to her home in Henderson.
This gang was:guilty of one of the of Tennessee ad Iowa have given forbody, instead of beim.; weakened, waxThe Democratic Committee of Todd She made many friends during her stay
The Denver Times says: Elisibefh J.
meatiest tricks that any of the many mal authority
ed the stronger. To-day are represent- county met in Elkton Monday alto the Secretary of Agri- Dudley secured a divorce from Robert J.
city.
this
in
ed thirteen district synods ill the East noon and nursed Esq. I'. 0. Duffy, of
gangs of raiders in the State have ever culture to conduct hog cholera experi- Dudley in Judge Le Fevre's court this
•••
Kentucky Dental Association.and West,from North to South. The Guthrie, for County Judge, in place of
done. There was one beautiful stretch of ments in theiri territory this summer. morning.
number or ministers, 1,527; that of C. C. Reynolds, resigned.
The twenty-seventh annual meeting
The parties were married in Kentneky
road leading from the city,which the la- On the result cif these experiments will
school-teachers 830; congregations, 1.of the Kentucky Dental Association
the husband and wife came ttiOoland
had
bicycles
ride
who
gentlemen
and
A Negro Suicides,
915, not including 634 missions; the
be based a gental scheme for preventing ore& a few years ago, as did alsia the
will be held in Owensboro June 15, 16 dies
It is stated that nearly 700 Spanish number of communicant members, 31$),A'ice Bell, an aged colored woman, and 17. All the leading dentists of this had prepared for their special use, and the spread of this disease.
lady's family. Dudley, bowel.; ri has
army officers have died of wounds or 000, and that of school children, 87,900. believed to be insane, suicided near her and adjoining States will be present.
the raiders took ticks and dug this road
an inclination for the isociSy of
shown
RECGMMENDF.D.
REDUCT1
disease during the last year. including
_
home at Trenton Saturday evening by
the pleasure of the bicystop
to
as
so
of a shady reputation, aervfaiing
up
women
Right."
Exactly
"Not
above
six generals and sixty-five officers
Doubtful.
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drowning herself in a pond of water.
and the wi'e elierged
complaint,
could
they
until
the
to
that
said
in
are
this
condipeople
They
Thousands of
the rank of captain. The mortality in
One day it's Crumbaugh and the next clists.
She had threatened to kill herself and
Washingtoupelay 11.—Secretary Gage him with adultery committed M 1,11
they
yet
and
sick
not
are
produce
They
their
tion.
haul
*
is
pikes
same
time
the rank and file in the
was locked in her room, but managed to Barnett. Like the decision of a Magis- get free
has recommended the reduction of tl e Arapahoe street on Noveinle r 3, MIL
placed at over 25,0(X). These gni-prising are by no means well. A ;Angle bottle escape.
trate's court, there is no telling what over and to drive over nobody should
on whisker from $1.10 to ninety A second charge of the slime Lit
figures are from Spanish official sources. of Hood's Sareapat ilia would do them a
that of a Republican administration have the pleasure of riding over good tax
I
Armour House, at 10011
stornthe
tone
would
world of good. It
Somebody's Mistaken,
cents per gall 1, the reduction of the lege(' the
will be.—Louisville Times' editorial.
roads.
scene.
street, as the
ach, create an appetite, purify and en•
The statement that Senator Deboe is
bonded period frromn eight to three years.
1
The gold Democrats are presenting arSleepy.
rich the blood and give wonderful vigor pledged to Maj. Crumbaugh for the
MOVE.
the
on
1.30
A
working
been
havj
To Cure .0old in One Day.,
Distillers
guments; to show why Joe Black bunt
and vitality. Now is the time to take Second district Collectorship was to-day I Every lodge in the district was repreM.
a
Bro Quinine
Secretary for me time.
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Take Laxative Brow
should retire from Kentucky polities.
it.
i it II
yt
T
denied by authority very close to the sented at the Pythian celebration at
Strange as it may appear, they contain
Washington, May 11.—Peru will cease
etemulate liver, kidneys and All druggists refund the inose
Casicarets
except Oak No.
25c. For sale by li. la
the very same reasons that impel JOlz• to ; Hood's pills cure nausea, sick head- Senator. Is is the impression here that Hopkitniville, Thursday,
and will not permit bowels. Neve/ sicken, weaken or gripe. , fails to cure.
I
Why this the coinage of silver
awake;
this
Pythians
for
Bro.
sure
69.
a
thing
has
Franks
T.
E.
drugAll
biliousness.
indigestion,
ache,
'Elgin and C. K. Wyly.
remain in the game until another hand
100,
the importation of the white metal.
somnambulism ?—(1 uthrie Courier,
position—Washington Dispatch.
gista, 25c.
is dealt, at any rate.
Dr. E. J. Vaughn, formerly of this
Mrs. Maria McDowell Campbell, the
beloved wife of Mr. Benjamin Camp- city, died the latter part of last week at
bell, a venerable and prominent citizen, his home in Ocean Springs, MISS., after
diedTuesday morning at her home on the an illness of several weeks from a partNewst. ad road, South of this city. Al- ial paraletic stroke which etTected the
though it causes general iorrow the brain and other vital parts.
He was born Oct. 31, 1818, at the
death was not unexpected. The critical
condition of the deceased had been no- Vaughn homestead, near Hopkinsville.
ticed hi the news columns of this paper His parents were Thomas Vaughn and
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Is a prospect now for a
good crop of wheat that will
You want an
a good price.
easy runiiiint mac inc that
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DESERVE HANGING.

has never been seen. Runs
like a Howard watch, and
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garden rake . .
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Don't Get Left,

By waiting until the tiush comes on to
have your machine out an set up.
Oil and Twine at bott m prices.
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Ir

its most important feature',

iind

the

colorless and ineffectual reminder is

Washington, May 11.—May returns not likely to become a law. The Senate
re-eived at the Department of Agricul- favors a fairly vigorous mea.shre, but
ture from winter wheat States chow a
the politicians of the Howie ate timid
considerable decline from April condiabout making records that inay not
tion.
meet with the approval of tile moles.
The enactment of come measere to n •
NOT LIKELY.
I SPECIAL TO ssw aa.ti
Frankfort, Ky., May 11.—It is not
probable that the Legislature will enact
any measure for the restraint of mobs.
The pending bill has been divested of

strain mobs was one of the m t impor
tant oubjects included in the roclamation calling the extra session but the
Legislature is not equal to ttie emergency.
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THE DERWY.
THE POWERS AND THE SULTAN.
TARIFF AND REVENUE TAXES. I
T 11 E NEW ERA
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not likely, however, that this elanse will
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It was a great race, in doubt unthird.
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further
It spite of the defeat of thi.1 peace the following:
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applicaby
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Transient advertising must be paid for in
Mr. Hamid that they used to khow and it will not be felt and will cause no fall[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
advance.
('barges for yearly advertisements will he order about like a slave. The will, of
ing off in demand. The brewers tight
Ky., May 13.-1 :33 pm.—
Frankfort,
collected quarterly.
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trol, but it will take some time.
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not exceeding rive lines. and notices of
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fight was finally
Senatorial
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further
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beer tax because they
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect, Dora Crech, the twelve-yearatld girl
taxer; as a disposed of, and members were remindrevenue
internal
to
resort
and other &trailer nutlet's,Ete Oenta per line.
who was sentenced to the penitentiary
means of raising money to run the Gov- ed of those days.
by an Owsley county jury 4ar false
They fear that if the people
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The thing that put life into this mornswearing. It is wonderful till* twelve
easy it is to raise revenue
how
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life
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scssion was a clash between Repmen willing to ruin the
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by increasing the revenue tax on beer,
it 35
v Clnclochinati Enquirer
175 of a child of that age could be found in tobacco and other luxuries, and liow the resentatives Johns, gold "Democrat,"
• :ly St. Louis Republic
175
Globe- Democrat,.
I 75 one county.
wider employment of that system of and Howard, Republican, and there
-• -ekly Nashville on
Rome and Farm
Instead of taxing the neceadtrHes of taxation would relieve the necessities of would have been blood shed if friends
life until even people in mnderately life of their burden of taxes, protection
interfered.
COURT DIRECTORY. good circumstances can hardly live as would lose its place as the doctrine of had notrecent lember frauds discovered
The
to
any party in our politics.
they should, the money neeetaary
discussed
CIRCLTr COURT—First Monday in June meet the expenses of the Gosiernment
-The truth is that the people of this in the penitentiary were being
anti fourth Monday in February and Sepraised by increasing the in- country have learned not only that the when Mr. Johungold "Democrat," who
be
to
ought
tember.
atuairrsiteY Coorr--Second Moodays ternal revenue taxes on all the luxuries. tariff is a tax, but one which carried to was speaking iii the subject, said that
. April, July and October.
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If a man is able to have the Intim-ice he an extreme for purposes of protection the fact that the State was in such a
First Tuesday in April
ought not to begrudge the payment of monopoly, reduces revenue and makes
financial eondition did not make any
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in that way he is assisting the added imposition of internal reve- bad
CorrY Come—First Monday in every the tax when
the Republicans, that
his leas fortunate fellow -citizens to live. nue taxes necessary. And between differeece with
month.
tariff taxes for monopoly and internal they went on robbing the State through
Gov. Bradley threatens to plosion all taxes for revenue only, they would not the prison contracts. At this point RepSURVIVORS OF THE WAR.
the juvenile convicts in the 0rankfort be long in choosing."
SIMI
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resentative Howard, with flushed face
Col F. 0. Ainsworth, of the War De- and Eddyville penitentiaries sinless the
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partment, has just completed
from
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trembling
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and
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Legislature
pilation of some curious and apparently for them. It is likely that putilic senti- maintain that the world is going back• anger, arose in his seat and shouted
mortality
of
fairly •reliable statistics
ment would uphold the Govhrnor in ward, that it is getting worse instead of "you are a liar." Mr. Johns at once
among the survivors of the Union such a coarse. Putting childrin in the better, are not altogether without a baHoward, but friends
armies in the civil war. He finds that penitentiary is a great mist ke. It sis for plausible argument in support of started toward Mr.
there are now 1,095,&28 survivors. By simply makes confirmed criminals out their poeition, as witness the three re- cauelit aud hell both of them and in
from fighting.
the past records he estimates that this
of them, whereas if they eou4 be sent ligious wars now in progress. That be- that way prevented them
number will decrease as follows:
berestarted
be
tween Greece and Turkey
to Schools of Reform they cotId
It was some time before quiet was again
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_=---Christian inhabitants of Crete were
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s
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When the knowledge
subjected; the rebellion in Brazil, stautKENTUCKY POSTMASTERS.
626,231 among the farmers of this con try that ed by the so-called fanatics because of
1910
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the
251,727
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1920
the average annual profits
the claim made by the rebels that the
37,033 113 beet-sugar factories in Ge any is government of the republic is unfavor- , Washington, May 13.-2:45 p. m.—J.
1930
340 mom and that ths soil and e mate of
1940
able to the church: that now raging in F. Se phees has just been appointed
0 the United States are even better adapt1943
Ecuador, because the constitution re- postmaster at Hickman, and John MeyTherefore, according to CoL Aains- ed to beet growing than are th soil and cently framed is thought to be in oppopostmaster at Newport.
worth, eighty years the war and forty- climate of Germany it ought zsot to be a sition to the church. It is said that in ers
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clergy, eranel and equipped and fight- dent should went to listen to such an
realm from her beet
vivors on the pension roll. This leaves Germany annually
ought t3 be cut !down by ing against the government, AR ere cap- old codger as Delete is a surprise to peoexports
sugar
Mr. Cariisle's Private Secretary.
335,000 who might be added. A very American industry.
Washington. May 14.—In all the detured. Rtligions wars were in vogue in
ple who knowDeboeard who know how partments at Washington Paine's celery
Hon. s.Villiam R. Smith, Supt. U. S.
large percentage, in fact, almost all of
years
hundred
three
the darkness of
anything
these will be added under the present
Recent news from Ohio hasmot been ago, in fact, some were fought subtle- little he really knows about
compound has become the fliee expres- Botanical Garden.
Maj Gen. Birney.
Administration.
at all satisfactory to BONI Hainna and tnient to that early date, but three re- and especially about the big Federal of- sion tor an id( al invigorator when one
Commodore Howell.
In addition to survivors there are 219,- his hopes of retaining the seat in the ligious wars waged in the most enlight- fices to be filled and the qnelifivations is "run down" by overwork, confining
Lieut. C. A. MeAllister.
000 widows, etc., on the roll, to whom Senate that John Sherman *as com- ened age of the world's history and as
or any of the many causes that
that men should possess to fill them effi- duties,
Hon. F. H. Stickney, U. S: Navy.
goes more than one-third of the 5142,- pelled to give him, and he hafi gone to the twentieth century is about to dawn
result in ill health.
ciently.
celery compound builds tip
Paine's
in
000.000 annually appropriated. The Ohio to study the situation at close are anomalous, to say the least.
official
prominent
a
what
is
Here
Deboe has recommended Barnett for the Department of the Interior says of the "run down" health in a sure, uninpossibility of additions to this part of range, and figure up how muilla cash he
News has been received at Washing- Surveyor of the Port at Louisville, and Patties' celery compound:
the roll is not limited or in any way in- shall put into the campaign. I His Reterupted, steadfast fashion from which
fluenced by the decrease of survivors. publican colleagues in the Senfite show- ton that the German government will
there can be ro relapse. It wipes out
Int
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Department
srior,
appointed
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believed
it is
We are still paying pensions to half a ed how transient they regarded him by refuse to consider any proposition for an
unhealthy humors from the blood, opens
Office.
Land
General
regardless of the fact that
dozen widows of soldiers of the Revolu- failing to make him chairman of any international silver conference, unless to-morrow,
much pleasure to state up the skin and makes it do its full
me
affords
It
Louistion. And as fast as the survivors die committee and by giving hitie unim- the features which discriminate against Congressman Walter Evans, of
that Paine's celery compound has been share of purifying the blood. This
off the Republicans, who desire to levy portant committee aesignmenes. They German products are removed from the ville, objects. Deboe says that James to me an exoellent spring remedy, and cleansing the blood through and through
heavy taxes and make big appropria- could not very well have madr plainer new tariff bill. President MeKinley, of must have the Mar•halship and that he. particularly beneficial to the nervous is one of the unfailing accomplishments
tions so as to have an excuse for a high their belief that the next Ohid Legisla- coarse, knew that a prohibitive tariff
of Paine's celery compound.
does not propose to lieten to ary sort nf system and digestive organs. I cordialtariff, will add the widows to the pen- ture would be Democratic andpir. Han- an, a prolosition for an international
From a life-long contact with the
use.
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y
compromise in that
sion roil. So there is no reason to sup- na's successor a Democrat. A was giv- coaference to re-establish silver coinage a r reposition to
many forms of nervous debility anti inn
M. F. DONOGHUE.
matter.
pose that we will not be paying fully as en out by Mr. Hanna that he ivas going would never gee.
pare blood, Prof. Edward E. Phelps, M.
Chief of Contest Division.
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much, if not mere, for pensions fifteen home for a rest, by order of the physiAmong the thousands of voluntary D., LL. D., of the Dartmouth nienical
President McKin: y and his advisers appointtil for Kentucky to-clay.
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letters of acknowledgement for benefit school, was led to the discovery of
are said to be mue worried over the at
are paying to-day.
It is believed the big Kentucky plums derived from Paine's celery eotnpound, Paine's celery compound as the crown•
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The arraignment of Bishol
Cul. Ainsworth says that the mortalito-morroweinch as the Revenue there have already been publi-hed in lug achievement of an extradordinarily
isiana by that they are right in sticking to ti. • will fall
ty among old soldiers is not greater but of the Episcopal Church of
and suenegsful professional life
Collectorships at Owensboro, Louisville, the Washington papers testimonials active
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by the superior advantages his pension the Episcopal Bishop for hetetodoxy. It
however, may not be settled for some
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yet.
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The tariff bill as submitted to the clesiastic of one denominatima has been every year and still have enough left for
and restoring a healthy tone to the
ease
of
Nermout.
m.—
p.
Grout,
12.-12:30
Congressman
May
Washirgton,
home
consumption.
Senate•few days ago is not the original publicly mailed by the clergy of other
entire
system.
Virginia.
of
Otey,
Congressman
who was First AsMr. W. W.
Dingley bill at all, but one of entirely feet' as a theological inannipent. The
The English press says that American
different conception. It promises more Protestant Episcopal Churcb is about securities may be sent back in exchange sistant Secretary of State under Mr.
revenue than the Dingley bill, and on the only religious body that that has not for the gold that is going abroad, which Cleveland's last Administration, and
the whole is rather a better bill, though been torn with controversies over the means that
securities and gold are mere who a few days ago went out of office
that is saying very little for it. Some Scriptures, and. it is to be hoped that the devices for
international syndicates to to give place to Judge Day, President
of the important differences are these: Episcopalians are not now to be dragged speculate
with. What use to the masses
McKinley's intimate friend from Can1. The absurd retroactive feature is into a higher-criticism melee. Bishop
of the people is money that will not
stricken out.
Salaams is one of the youngest men stay at home, that can not be kept ton, Ohio, is slated to succeed Charles
2. For the sake of revenue a duty of ever chosen to a bishopric in the EpiscoDenby, of Indiana, as Minister to Chithere?
10 cents a pound is imposed on tea until pal Church, and he is brilliant and agna. Mr. Denby, the present Minister,
The prices do the &fling in most instances and Jone's dress goods.
1900, and an additional internal revenue gressive, and the New Orleans clergyThe Evansville Courier says: "The
Indiana and was appointax of 44 cents a barrel on beer.
men, if they continue the light, will Greeks have not exactly cried enough is a native of
trimmings, fancy goods, organdies, lawns, homespun linens, white goods.
For the enrichment of the Beef Trust soon be very sorry that they trickled the but they feel toward the Turks very ted to his present place by Grover notions and shirt waists are popular wherever
•
imported hides are to pay a duty of
Bishop.
much as the fellow did who was getting Cleveland early in 1885 and has served
cents a pound, but as a sop to the shoe
--1
the worst of it in a fight and who cried there
will be • • • • STYLISH GOODS
since. It
ever
Is there to be another sugar ecandal? out, 'Two lay hold of him, one cap
manufacturers all leather goods made
Grannie
ARE WORN .. ..
old
that
remembered
from imported hides are upon exporta- That is the question that is being asked hold rue!'"
appointwas
Hampshire,
Blair, of New
tion to be entitled to a rebate. That is oftener and oftener as the star scheds. y shirt waists are splendi 1 qualities, txcellent styles and lowest
priceId
A recent dispatch says that Kansas ed by President Harrison to succeed
to say, only the American user of leath- ule in the amended tariff bill is becomer is to pay tribute to the Beef Trust. nig:better understood. Washington is has discovered that she has a plenty of Denby, but as Blair had been so bitter
Carpets,!Tv, Linolcume and oil cloths. In every line f have enougt
full of ugly rumors coneernine4that sugar natural gas. She was late in making
lhe foreigner is to go free.
in
speeches
his
in
Chinese
against the
for every body at prices that will surprise the buyer.
The sugar duties are made heavier, an schedule and the manner in which it the discovery,—the rest of the country
the United States Senate on the Chiad valorem duty being added to the was adopted, one being that a copy of foand that out many years ago.
nese Exclusion Bills that the Emperor
— — -specific duties. The discrimination in the schedule was in the hauls of a broA facetious Western paper advises an
behalf of the Sager Trust between raw ker several days before the ill was reof China refused to allow him to come
and refined sugars is heavily increased. ported to the Senate, and w used for inquirer that "the best way to distin- to his Empire as the Minister for this
On wools of the first and second class speculative purposes. Senator Jones, of guish between a toadstool and a mashAll my shoes will be closed out regardless of cost to make
ry, and Harrison then declined to
_Loom for other goods.
the duty is lower than in the original Nevada, is reported to have ttated that room is to eat it." A much better way (-aunt
appoint anybody else, leaving Denby
Dingley bill. On cheaper wools it is at the last meeting of the depublican is to let someone else eat it.
a great favorite with
higher. This will give advantage to the members of the Senate Finitnce Comgremi erp
Instead of using the porcelain lavatory there, as he was
user of fine woolen goods over the urger mittee. which he was invited,to attend, Governor Leedy, of
Kansas, has taken the Chinese.
of coarse and cheap fabrics. It taxes it was definitely understoo4 that the to a email tin washpan, which he
will
A VERY PROLIFIC COW.
D
the poor rather more, the rich rather provision expressly continui g the Ha- use until the day
after the election.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Id
sho
remain
treaty
waiian
reciprocity
leas. Under the present Wilson tariff
wools are free, so that nobody pays the in the bin, yet when the bill Iv as reporNaddy. Ky., May 11-12:30 p. m -From the way the Turks are murdertaxes on the raw materials of clothing ted in the Senate the nextiday that ing pecole in Enerus one would be lea to A cow on the farm of Mr John Wetclause was left out. It is notttrious that suppose that they hind begun the work
• • •
blankets.
• • •
house, a couple of miles from this place
On steel billets and rails the rates are the Sugar Trust has been forking to of "pacification" a la Weyler.
tatoeShelbyville,
from
miles
six
and
much lower than under the existing tar. get the Hawaiian treaty aLroated. It is
1ff. This will probably produce increas- also known that a majority o Congress
Massachusetts is thinking of creating islied the nativtit this morning by gived revenue and will certainly help the is opposed to the abrogatidn of this the office of State Inspector of liquors. ing birth to seventy calves. Sixty-nine
treaty. Can it be wonderer at then, There st mild be no applicants for the
transportation system of the country.
0)
of the--66ee, while perfectly formed,
JEWELERS
The Anthracite Coal Trust is protect- that it should be charged thatithe treaty place'
larger than half-grown rats,
no
were
that
out
was
the
so
provision
of
left
bill
ed by a duty of 75 cents a ton, and the
0)
A trust is being organized to control the other one. however, was of natural
duties on lumber and timber will ade- money might be made speculating in
be
will
and
condition
the
of
healthy
3
the
ProunSugar
the
Trust
of
fishing
interests
a
size,
stock
in
the
Great
Lakes.
quately stimulate the destruction of our
nent Riptiblicans have open] denounc- Large net profits are expected.
forests.
raised without ally trouble.
The tolab-,-o tax is raised ta eight cents ed this sugar schedule as i4iefensmhle
The announcement of this wonderful
0
)
a pound. This will swell the revenues. and as being intentionally mt4ddled and
of nature created the greatest exfreak
to
as
the
mixed
so
to
pblic
as
confuse
are
These
some of the features that
•
•
citement in the conimunity and the
directly interest the great body of the the benefit the Sugar Trust iwould deBest quality goods. Prices at the
rive from it. The Dinglei Bill, as
news spread FO rapidly that the people
people.
very bottom.
_
passed by the House, gave he Sugar
•
from all portions of the county came to
The number of telephone stations in Trust protection to the exteert of one• Repairing done promptly and cor •
see and satisfy themselves as to the
the United State has reached 352,310 or quarter of a cent a pound on pngar, but
• rectly.
truth of the report, which few of them
16,000 more than are found in the whole Representative Swanson, of Virginia, a
0) Agents for sewing machines and
of Europe, with a population six times Democratic member of the Mime Ways
believed at first. Fully two thousand
aa large. There is no delay in this and Means Committee, who has carepeople have already visited the Wetsupplies.
country in recognizing an improvement fully analyzed the present /schedule,
house farm to-day, nearly all Shelbyof merit.
positively asserts that "the least possiville having been there. The sixty-nine
ble protection to the Sugar Trust in the
Greece seems to have gone into the
will be placed in alcohol for pres•
calves
schedule adopted by the Senate Finance
war without a backer after all, a fact
and the owner is thinking
eservation,
Committee is nearly half a cent a
•••
showing more courage than common
•
•
pound." Whether the present schedule
• • • •
them to the Tennessee Cen•
• •
sending
of
sense.
be allowed to stand or not, the Sugar
tennial Exposition at Nashville.
Spain is tired out financially in Cuba, Trust people and those whet stand in
With a better understanding of the
and is equally weary with the result, of with them have probably aldeady ntil- !transient nature of the many physA SPRING POISONED.
zed it to make a big pile of money by ical ills, which vanien before proper en
its military operations.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
nirts—gentle efforts—pleasant efforts—
speculating.
Ky., May, 12.-1 :30 p. m.—
Pikeville,
rightey directed. 'I here is comfort in
Senator Butler. of North Carolina,
28oand 210 Union St., Nashville, Tenn.,
many forms or This community has hardly recovered
so
that
knowledge,
the
says that within ten years Republicans
disSometimes the most carefill women sickness are not due to any actual
will be free traders.
are the most careless. Many a woman ease, but simply to a constipated condi- from the shock that it sustained when
0• 1-4ati
handles herself up to keep out sickness tion of the system, which the pleasant it was announced last Saturday that the
Official Jewelers to TennesseCenten
There is more catarrh in this section —when she is neglecting the Very worst family laxative, Syrup of Figs, promptnisi, and largest dealers in the South
of the country than all other diastases sickness that can come to a wdman. She ly removes. That is why it is the only Bell Spring in this county had been
in highest grades of
put together, and until the last few allows a slight disorder to beconie worse, remedy with millions of families, and is poisoned and that four persons were slyyears was supposed to be incurable. For to slowly sap her vitality. the little everywhere esteemed so highly by all
a great many years doctors pronounced pain and other slight indiaations of who value good heaith. Its beneficia) nig from having partaken of the waters,
DIAMONDS, WATCHES
It a local disease, and prescribed local trouble seem to her unimportant. She effects are due to the fact, that it is the when it was reported in this city a
AND SOUVENIRS.
remedies, and by constantly failing to goes on with increasing suffering, until one remedy which promotes internal
the few hours ago
big
the
that
cure with local treatment, pronounced hue Itself becomes a drag. Nervousness, cleanliness without debilitating
therefore
is
It
acts.
it
The official Centennial Souvenir
It incurable.
Science has proven ca- "sinking spells,' digestive disturbances, organs on which
in order to get its bene- spring at the head of Home Creek was
tarrh to be a constitutional disease, and and fifty other complications may aria. all important,
spoons can only be obtained of them
effects, to note when you pur- poisoned some time during last night
ficial
therefore requires constitutional treat- from the derangement of the organs dis- chase, that you have the genuine artiOf eourse you'll want ow!
ment. Hall's Catarrh Care. manufac- tinctly feminine. Over thirty years ago, cle, which is manufactured by the Cali- and that three people, Edward, Minnie
tured F. J. Cheney it Co ,Toledo, Ohio. the need for a reliable remed' for so- fornia Fig Syrup co. only and sold by
...Mail Orders Solicited...
and Dorcas Alberts, movers, were poisis the only constitutional cure on the called "female complaints" was recog- all reputable druggists.
market. It is taken internally in doses nized by Dr. R. V. Pierce,thee, as now,
We make a specialty of fitting specIf in the enje.vmept of geod health, oned and are all now lying at the point
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts chief consulting physician, to the and the system is regular, laxatives or
so
is
great tacles to those t ,111,g • helps to-read". Eyes examined and carefully
directly on the blood and mucous sur- World's Dispensary and Invalid's Ho- other remedies are then not needed. If of death. The indignation
faces of the system. They offer one hun- tel, at Buffalo, N. Y. He prepared Dr. afflicted with any actual diseasp. one in the community that if the guilty tested, free of charge. Come see us, and talk this matter over, and let us
dred dollars for any case it fails to cure. Pieree's Favorite Preacription the most may be commended to the most skill:In
are caught there will be a lynch- examine your eyes. Watches and jewelry carefully repaired.
Send for circulars and testimonials. Ad- wonderfully effective remedy', that has physicians, but If in need of a laxative, par ins
See Our Exhibit in Commerce Building Section 101-106.
F. J. CEIENEY it C'0.,
dress
one shonld have the beet, and with the ing bee.
ever been used for such maladies.
Send 21 one-cent stamps and receive well-informed everywhere, Syrup of
Toledo, Ohio.
and
in
buggies
bargains
you
If
want
Sold by druggists, 75e.
Dr. Pierce's 100S page "Common Sense Pigs stands highest and is most la ly
B. H. Steif Jewe'iry Co, 208 and 210 Union Jt., Nashville.
er
amid andeves most metis/
Is 3t
phietons Webb is the man.
Medical Adviser," illustrated..
family P111a are the best.

—YOU ARE A LIAR!"

Uncle Sam would be heeled 'with a
tariff on hides.
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Chief Donoghue Also Benefited by
Paine's Celery Compound.

rriatiops,
Calla EHiles
Violets

for sale.
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and

A line lot colnstantly on band.

ROSA, H. DAGG.
TELEPHONE 78
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opefr- Fresh, Bright
And Attiactivn.
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Btster designed,
Better trimmed
and better made than ever before. In a word they are
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Stylish,

ARE MADE Oh HOMOR A.ND SOD
Sensible,

Serviceable
And Economical.

e QUALITY,
i)

ON MB CO)113NID )4IEIZTIS Of

SIYIE09Fit

seezezz•
E In Addilio We Ar Gving A,avoy
a [lands me Nickle-PiDted Watch
•
with each
EE

child's suits wo h $4.50 and up, each boy's sui
worth $5.00 and up, eac man's suit worth $7.50 and up
These watches are stz ictly good time-keepers and are guaran- 24
41
teed for 12 months.

See Z1-amo
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Shoi.

STRAWS.

IMPO'

For Three Days
We will have on display at our store

D. M. GILBCRT'S
Line of Fjine Straw Hats,
And will take order on them. Now is the time to get anything you want in inistyle, size and price. We will return
the samples Saturday. We will be glad to have you call in
the meantime and select you a nice hat.

IN THIS DAY
AND TIME Prices

FrIcnn $1 to $6.

COX Sz BOTIWARE.

al•

.
• GRAVES&CONDY.
(.

Diamonds, Watches,
Silverware.

-

•A

.A Short.
LIST i3ARGAINS
°F

Taken at r

Sc.
Men's heavy buckskin work shirts 25c.

•

• Howe Building.
•
•

•

•
•
Main St. .•
•

dom from our stock.

Men's black glay Worsted coats and vests,
sacks, made with good substantial lining,
satin piped mild double shoulders, for Z350.
Boys' cotton4le knee pants, 5 to 13 years,

•

•

Ilen's All-Wool
Cheviot Pants,
First-clOss make for $1,50,
Men's half colton suit for pm.
Blue cottonade pants 40c.
La. toe slippeks, warranted not to rip,

Gladness Comes

56c

La. pat. tip k d oxfords, turn soles 75c
lien's heavy ciil-grain gaiters ggc

B. Ii. STEIF JEWELRY COMPANY,
JEWELERS &OPTICIANS.

We Are Loadec! Down With
Just Such Bargains:

J. Ho ANDERSON & C.
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ESTABLISHED

18671

80 hhds. good to medium leaf, $10 00,
1000, 10 00, 9 75, 950,900,1100. 860,
8 20, 8 00, 7 75, 7 50, 7 25, 7 00, 6 80,6 80,
6 60,600, 6 00, 6 25,6 80,6 40, 6 00, 7 25,
6 30, 6 10, 6 00, 7 00, 7 10, 6 10.
4() Mids. common leaf, $5 95, 5 8.5, 5 25
4 50, 5 00, 4 75, 5 00, 4 00, 6 80,4 20, 4 00,
5 30,4 50, 4 95, 4 25, 4 65, 4 70, 4 80,5 00,
5 23, 5 10, 2 26, 4 95, 4 80, 5 40, 420, 5 25,
5 00, 4 00. 4 95, 5 10, 5 2e, 6 80, 4 25, 3 90,
5 20, 4 20, 4 60, 4 46, 430.
18 hhds. medium lugs. la 75, 860, 300.
2 65, 2 60, 3 20, 805, 2.30, 3 25, 8 00, 2 30,
2 20, 2 10, 8 50, 2 90, 2 90, 2 00, 2 73, 2 SO
21 hhds. common lungs, $1 90, 1 81,
180, 1 60, 1 75, 1 65, 1 80, 1 50, 1 70, 1 40,
1 75, 1 75, 1 75, I 90, 1 95, 1 50, 1 23, 1 25,
I 00, 1 00, 1 05

Manbery & 8bryer's Sales.
Sales by Haubery & Shryer, for
past two weeks, of 109 hhds. tobacco
follow:

Te1011011e

13

Write For Prices!

Fm'Zj

and

When in ne4.41
or addrt.s.

,Illk

.t

P

lish
We have ene of the polishes for any kind of metal
ever made.

t+)
ooinpl,
e•
We also h e •
of the very finest Bicycle
oOils.

111,11,),

1 ,11i rrmnFur..-

For chain, of ottr CM.T1
mantifacter• fiat i...t b.
beat. It dr.,rirlf rV nT
,
the chain

Graphite

In SouthwesternICentucky
We use nothing but the
best materials in repairing
and guarautee all work.

Repair Shop

Is another new feature we
have added to our shop,
makiegateelatianioet-exemaa.
complete

Nickeling

E. M. 3103 & CO.

15,

of bicycle work of any kind call on
(h, St. ilupkinsville, Ky.
No.

This is a new feature we
have just melded to our

Brazing

skilifel
by
MAIL oliDahst will reMire prompt latent-too.

Done on •hort

Repairing

Just roe. lvt•A of the finest
make

A Nice Line
of Sweaters

Such as lampe. cyclometere, hens. palate, cranks,
cones. erase hellietoe clips,
handl,1.ar. hags, eta.

Sundries

We also carry a full line
of wheels.

Columbia & liTartford

•

shop s and can braze broken
fara s, frames. ect.

Your pencil and figure with us on
a first-class wheel before purchasing, as we can save you money.

Of world-wide reputation
are the kinks we htenelle.
Such as the

Wheels

••

S. Main St.

Leads in Price and
Quality and carries the most complete line in town

Ishions HaveChaned

eauswee ete

E

BEST
THE
Did

Best

Tile Best Place

We

-

I
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American Life Insurance.

hA

....••=11

Mary had

The methods pursued by Gusts. and
In no country is the business of life
oaality of the paint &leveed the quality
Logo for so succesefully extracting gip,- insurance on a pounder or more congerof
the
;tidy.
Poor
e ottwit daub themWooldridge& Chappeli's Sales.
erin and soda from soap lye is deiscrib- vative basis than in the United States.
elves with horrid pigareatit. No TurkOur sales for the week ending May ish geutle:uan goes out to walk with ed in The Electrical Ravager. The soap Thieve were tome attempts made iu Oho
lye which is left in the manufacture of early years of the century to start life
,th have been 106 hhds, as follows: his wife. To do so would be counted in soap represents, of course, a waste prod- insurance
companies, but life insurance
30 hilt's. common leaf, $4 00 to the higbest degree absurd. At most she uct, and the proems in question enables was not popular in those days, it being
I. followed by a Slava. But, wrapixel
glycerin and caustic soda to be removed regarded by many, as the quaint remark
-7 50.
emau the ugly black silk fetid,* she can
from this soap lye by means of eleo- of a writer of the period puts it, as
25 hhils med leaf, $7 00 to 89 00. go where She pleetees and alone. No man trolyeia The anode is a plate of eine or "wicked
to insure their lives, or to trav20 hhds. good leaf, $9 00 to 11 00 woria el.r,atu of looking at a vii lid lady carbon in conteet with the liquor under el in steamboats against wind and tide."
•.1 a e ar. her
_Nara ,
43010,400v,44-44-.44.412-00.
8.6'
t
atiaialTfeen1C-T
1)151KRUI The tare -Urges ciimpari
-Tal
e ticpre-sett-fa
fee, ,.
would run a !L.'s f
mas- pot The cm
13 I la rued. lugs $2 00 to $3.
, 11/10
eastdoing business began in 1841, 1843 and
sacred.
Shopping
is
a
feniiniue
pastime.
I ttin F..
good lugs, $3 00 to 4 25
10 t
tic WAIL. fOrn 1 I ,z
1859.
Another is holding 'receptions, which,
cathode. The glace in is sot fr'. at •
The remarkable development in the
Yours Truly,
of course, ladies only attend. Munchthe alhuminoid ea. 1 coloring
hnoinces
began after the civil war, and
ing sweerne, 0 T ,
r•
WOOLDRIDOIE & CHAPPELL.
41:trItillOpie
a
are rendered ineoloble aud are
has grown with an unexampled prog•.:
,,,ring and
belles gnu...,
i
at.
removed by filtration. After t1,t'
e.& The grtotti conservative life innertwig&
rather spells
r t•••',.o
meet the insoluble matter is e
. cove
Mood the shock of the
Wheeler, Mills &Co.'s Males. east 'smith are ea• white tee'
,
out, and the liquid is det et- t • ,
r nein
01 1873 and 1e93
ertal
V
Srle of 73 hhds., by Wheeler, Mills um size and
a perfectly pare, el,
t1,-r tit iii other financial Institutions,
lenges..
movilie
re
a
,
lier
te.r
are
Co., May 4th and 5th, as follows:
carat* mode beine
• .• '
Wm. words of the
H0Wir•
m amazing nod eaticia Inlet+. Sae, eta wotumble by h - ;au'..
and
t.11111
I Mi Morgan, sir I e anwe
16 Wide. medium and good leaf $9 60, men
h.,lt.
r
fr
looking in peel) Utast
"Ti. eis wishing in the • ,
• 60, 8 50, 8 00, 7 90, 7 90, 7 60, 7 50, 6 60 western. Ti..
f Stamboul are the Orion,r' Do r• -0 a I, as 1,r,
n1440
latch approaches. te,
50, 6 25, 6 25,6 00,6 00,6 00.
10 at
•rli
least graoef.,
those whet mimeo oaf from this world mat
seneritv of • well • e
us.
triOr
IF
reit
27 hhds. cow. leaf $5 90, 6 90, 5 75, ittlift$
i
viegpe DO poi lot tee ate lite ode., •• The three large
der eituritallyett
.tm. it to sea Meet
50, 5 60, 5 40, 6 40, r a e 500,500,490 bat Wan drattli 714‘ *ma
onaosesi Opting Oa this rea Ivo siessally in premium,. 41-.1
r
t.gtcy
tbt.isa
75, 4 75, 4 e0, 4 40.425,429,410 world too big, nri.I
little Urge air deep or enaelboaf at a tnr,rotlic Itt•rtt, *100,MO,0011, t !wit 11,•• t•
vigi albafilleo.--Les Au,
8 60, 3 25.
weela
prie era stoma Orottalawaneb 111' migt41•144u14,:awn. 1110194),000,000. and ttg-y
10, 4 00, 4 06, 8 e
•
the hesreena, fIn not let int lo.n. tat tei 'my*, outstanding insurance to
30 hhds. Inge and trcmah, 112 80, 260,
a little lamb,
wanting to stay in this bare, this ehal, amount of about 01,400,000,000. ilto
50, 2 60, 9 40, 2 83, 2 25, 2 25, 2 20, 2 20
not
new,
is
story
The
thisi
outhouse of a wo,c1,1, whom, all the wittirttl presumption maiming from
75
15, 2 15, 2 00, 2 00, 1 90, 1 75, 1 76, 1
king's pranced..slowsdy tee,e .41 by atally Omit' 1 the development of ateh an enWhat happened in her later years
75, 1 75;1 60, 150, 150, 150, 140, 140
of otir best friends, are Frvr treeing wide t. rpm i•to, is that to have maintained its
Is known to very few.
35, 1 80, I 80, 1 25.
open their gates to let ns
She met, a man who wanted her
lie.' an th4. great fie I.1 ,,f .-.11,4,,eetwel it
Market active and strong on all
When I read,
my Father'a home. teee,.,t have eitlimiarttli a I•nri• si, .f meat
o wed him and
are Mangy ttcsatiotat, I An not knOtissisna beliefk tee weeetp.--(ineholic World.
meted grades.
They lived together hypilyeee
And Mary had a kid.
Wnereza, Mite & Co.
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You Want the Bcst,
ThiS is Your Chance!

"You know 'Can't get OTer the fact,"
said the old soldier, "that tie real a
heap more heroes in the weral than ,
for your business. All our buyIs our
there was, all due to the civil war. ALAI
with a view of offering you
been
done
ing
has
you can't tell where you're going to
meet 'cm. The man you bey a ieutl pen•
the best qualities at the best figures. Superior
cil of in the stationery store rutty have
goods, prices that are superior-will be found in
served, and so may the man you buy
each department and grades of our immense new
your clothes of. in the elothing stem.
Just as likely as not the men that
line of Dry Goods of all sorts, Carpets, Rugs,
brings your milk in the morrrhig, (emiga"- Millinery, Furnishing Goods and the latest styles
ts.% along early through the quie e. tercel
in Shoes. Never before have we been able to
may have beau at Gettysburg, arid the
111111.1 that twists the grip wheel of the
offer so large and varied an, assortment of fresh
cable car you ride down Broadway in
and
pleasing styles. We have the stock that
may have marched over narrow cordusoy roads, through lofty emeate with a
meets the expectation and gratifies the taste.
gun over his shouhier and a knaleack
on his back.
"You see, you can't telk The man in
the pulpit may have bean In ft, eed so
may the Man that nweepe the stn.eta.
You can't tell <argue 16, The felkee
don't stand rooneaulid Mike about it,
but they're heroes just the Pallle-the
salt of the earth oo this continent-and
the world is better for 'em, a heap.
They are self reliant and self respecting
citizens, who help to keep Wee country
Are Able to Sell Cheap, and We do!
sweet. And their childree as proud of
When you come to Hopkinsville to sell your
them. How proud! And they grow up
all the stranger and ixtter oithens for
tobacco, be sure to call on us.
this inheritance.
Remember, we carry the largest line of shoes
.
"Still, I believe in arbitration--on
in the city as we have one room devoted entireprinciple-and I feel !mond to say that I
believe in it iraractioe too. War,,is a
to shoes.
frightful waste of human ke sad of
anateriaL I can't ester Ottl I name
cOnlO see the sender-I deetioe'lug thing;
end I think the most ire eudowly foolish thing golug is taxi' pec,pie en; of
1
bouee and beme tb
nniye
smate
eumeirg that ere
deateewett
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
"Amid ail] I can't kee thiuking that epee
a war itke ours, ubout a reel principle,
Lot without its compensations. It
-crt of clears the atmosphere, distribtate LackLeee uremia :uaoup survivors
Led tends to the perpeeceasoil and co- I maetreeizteut of freedom ared tie butte&
•ef the human MOP."-New Turk atm.

bat Not Uninteresting Discourse by
the Old Soldier.

ARBITRATION AND WAR.
Ilriet

F

'fftE

iilTIPM/YIMMMYr trIrmnrittrire.

Tailor.
The
CLARK,
9th St. Hopkinsville, Ky.

Thing's have t ti said about the baneful and delicious juice of the grape ever
since the olden time when' Noah found
•+.
ei0.0
out about it and came thereby to pica
but even before that nen at griles,
Since Washington's time,
and only within the last decade have
they been talked to about that. It is
only same surgeous began to make
but the change is an immoney hunting for grape seeds in the
vermiform appendix that pt ople have
provement in favor of toteen afraid to emit grapes mei to cut
them itreight
day. Especially if you wear
• It now apiears that in all the thousauas of cut s Selectee and oeciably in
"such a perfect fitting,'exquitame eases infamous, iu which this new
feshioued surgical operation leis teen
sitely finished and up-to-date
perfcrined there is-not cue ease in
Waiele a grape seed or any other little
style of clothing as we turn
Lellet shirred thing has been feenal in
the vermiform appendix. The whole inout. We allow nothing to.
terior of the appendix is only big enough
to Llama a medium lazed darning needle.
leave our workroom that
NcLody knows what it is there for, but
it mutt Mere been neeful at mine time.
To llama a suit_ a our sloth,
It is a case of the survive c
et,
like the niticloin teeth, which are of
f ft) ing is to be correct in style and taste.
little two to meet people, and the tenails, which cause co much trouble now
and then.
The tcusils and the appendix are
beth unused pints of the body and peculiarly liable to disease because they
are not strengthened by use. If 'milieuurethan attacks them, they are uuu6le to
resist Thus many diseases which have
been ascribed to peritonitis or colic or
a mysterious providence of some kind
have been due to the diseased condition
of this little melee* organ of the human
system, end if the trouble had bevy discovered in time the appendix could have
been removed, mud all would have been
well.
The remedy, therefore, Is not in avoid hat grape seeds, which do not cau.se the
trouble, but in keeping u well and us
strong as pessible, and in ease of Ridden illness calling a reliable doctor,
who will know what the matter is.
Ecluebeely once said that meat people tame a doctor to enuble them to sin AZ
-.
ON EARTH FOR YOU TO TRADE.
against the laws of nature with inipuLay. But that is a bad use for him.Washington Times.
The Whole World Wants to Buy The

Little arois t Not So Dangerous as
Ales •• Claimed.

GRAPES AND 1HE APPENDIX.

Gaither & Wfeat'S Salts.
Sales by Gaither & West of 215
af follows:
32 hhds. good to fine leaf, $13 25,
13 60, 12 60, 12 50, 10 00, 10 26, 12
00, 10 75, 11 25, 12 00, 10 60, 10 60,
11 00, 12 50. 11 75, 10 75, 10 25, 1050, 10 00, 11 00, 11 00, 12 00, 12 75,
10 76, 9 00,-9 60, 9 00, 9 00, 9 50,
2 GO, 9 80, 9 95, 9 70.
55 Wads. medium leaf, $8 00, 8 10,
60,
8 90. 8 60, 7 70, 7 4Q, 7 30, 7 90
8
8 Go, 8 50, 7 8o, 8 7o, 7 8o, 7 75. 8 5o
a 95, 7 oo, 7 oo, 8 6o, 7 9a, 7 oo, 8 oo
Too, 715,8 8o, 7 25, 7 9o, 7 eo,7 oo
7o, 8 96, 8 8o, 8 30, 7 90, 7 70, 8 25
3 25, 7 8o, 7 25, 8 9o, 8 9o, 7 25,7 4o
to, 7 5o, 8 35, 7 oo,8 50, 7 30,85u
4o, 7 oo, 8 lo, 7 00.
65 hhils- common and nondescrip.
leaf, $3 00 to $6 60.
23'Md.:kooa IiitiOn 50 to $1 Ct,
40 hhds. common lugs and trash.
The Ladles of Constantinople.
It seas amusing to Ka uegresses with
00 to $2 50.
thickest of lips veiled. All the pretSales Tuesday, Wednesday and the
ta faces 'were more or less painted and
GAITHER &, WEST.
Thursday.
he eyelids and eyebrows penciled. The

idle,• The Crow.

lid Old Whisky for
Uee

6.nice stock of Wines

Capacity,
'ally,
300 Bbs.

20 IAA. good to fine leaf, $9 00 to
$12.50.
541 hhds med leaf $6 00 to 88 95
11 hhds. lugs $1 25 to $4 50.
Market was active. All tobacco of
any character received prompt attentruly,
ion
Nzesox & Nztsoe.

Perfection Patent Flour Our market was firm on all use eel
in good condition. We ha.a
Orient Ex Fancy Flour antobacco
exceedingly good lug market.
Yours truly,
Flour
Sultan Family
HANBEnY & SUITE&
Pearl Meal.
Nelson 6; Nelson's Sales.
&Nelson for past
Sales
110,=37._ two weeksby ofNeloon
106 Mids. tobacct :

MANUFACTURERS OF

11ESCENT MILLING El

76

loth and Main Sts., 'HOPKINISVILLE, KY.

FORBES & BRO.,

Kentucky.

uggics iand Carriages..

-And Are the Largest Retail Dealers In-

•

OONTINVED FROM FIRST POE.

Tobacco Sales.

Co 's Sales
Abernathy
& Co., May
Sales by Al- a
7th, 1897, of 1 ia.da of tobacoo as
follows:
St hhda good to fine leaf, $13 25,
13 00, 12 75, 12 75, 12 50, 12 25, 1200, 11 75, 11 50, 11 00, 11 00, 10 50,
10 25, 10 26, 10 00, 10 00, 10 00,9 75
9 60, 9 90, 9 80, 9 90, 9 50, 9 75,9 50
25, 9 50, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00
23 hhds. coin leaf, $8 75, 8 76, 850, 8 50, 8 50, 8 40, 8 40, 8 30, 8 25,
8 25, 8 00, 810,810,800,800,860
7 60, 7 25, 6 50, 6 GO, 6 25, 6 00,6 10
G 10, 6 50, 6 25, 6 00, 6 10, 6 00,6 75
6 60,6 10, 6 00.
3.1idu1a..lon leaf $5 %List k3.81
13 hiehi lugs $2 90 to $1 00.
Market was steady and firm at last
quotations. Medium lug. showed
more activity and were a shade
A & Co.
higher.

The Mogul,

The Best Wagon Made.

ITACTURE

FO ES & BRO.,

4Ser

•
•

.1r

"
rr

r

Ky.

f

the trouble to investigate will readily any taint- and be come well acquainted
n ill the warehousemen with whom
discover.
While tobacco has been bought he is doing bueiness.

SALESMAN.

H. H. ABERNATHY,

Hopkinsville,Ky.

4•4CENTRAL WAREHOUSE

Tobacco Commission blunts

ABERNATHY rvi CO

-: NO COMMISSION. :-

Eirdufl Rif

and euhl in Hopkinsville for a great

$1S,

archousc

AND NEW ENTERPRISE.

Plantcrs'

--PrzorillETOItS

GAMIER

Our Charges For Selling

-ws

SA,000

•
ii

Hopkinsville, - Ky.

MAIN STREET,

W. T. TANDY, Caster

E. B. LONG, - Presictect

Surplus, $70,000

Capital,

Nty Itik

liopkinsvilie, - Ky.

MAIN STREET,

$275,000

CAPITAL and SURPLUS,

J. E. McPHERSON,
Cashier.

H. C. GANT,- President

Hopk insvillel

BANK OF

OONTINULD 015 POUR lit PAO&

Sagsdale, Coop'r & Co Sales.
Sales by Itagsd,de, Cover & Co.,
of 225 Mids. tobacco as followt:
30 We. good to flee, $9 00, 9 A5,
9 30, 9 6n, 9 80g 9 10, 9 15, 9 40, 9 60
10 00, 10 00, 10 00, 10 25, 10 60,
10 25, 10 75, 1000, 11 00, 11 00, 1125, 11 50, 11 00, 11 7q, 12 00, 1 50,
13 00, 12 25, 12 00, 12 26, 13 25.
85 Wide medium, *89-), 8 95,8 80
8 75,8 60,8 50, 8 30, 8 40, 8 25,8 70
8 65,8 50, 8 40, 8 35,8 25,8 65,860
8 30, 8 10, 8 05, 8 00, 8 00, S 00,8 00
8 00, 7 95, 7 90, 7 80, 7 70, 7 75,7 75
7 50, 7 60,7 50, 7 50, 7 40, 7 40,7 35
7 GO, 7 65, 7 70, 7 80, 7 90, 7 60, 7 50
7 25, 7 30,7 60, 7 60, 7 10,6 90,695
6 80, 6 75,6 60, 6 60, 6 40, 6 25, 6 30
6 40, 6 50, 6 30, 6 25, 6 20, 6 15,6 10
6 05, 6 25, 6 20, 6 15, 6 00, 6 05, 6 I()
6 30,6 40,6 20, 6 UO, 6 00, 6 CO,6 10
6 15,6 00, 6 00.
60 hhds. common and nondescript
leaf, $5 95 to 64 00.
50 Mids. lugs and trash, $1 00 to
$4 25.
Market continues active, with good
foreign arid *peel:dative demand. All
tobacco in good condition readily absorbed at satisfactory prima Sale
days-Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays.
Yours trula,
RAOSDALIS, CO.PEI &

TOBACCO SALES.

facilities Hopkinsville has the advan• kinsville muket si it will anywhere
tage of Paducah and Clarksville, be- fin the United States-and lit
mow
cause it has two competing lines of osses even more. The planter who,
rtiffiiiij;WEICTCthey have not, and it places his crop on that market can
has the advantage of proximity to always have the satisfaction of knowthe planter ova r the Louisville mar- ing that it will come nearer bringing
ket, which is a great point, because its real value there than it would in
country.
This is not a mere asset it saves the planter freight and also any other mat Le t known.
Gm, as anyone who vein take the t.,,b!es Lieu to vitit the market at

The people of Hopkinsville and
Christian county are proud of their
tobacco market, and they have.
reation
to be, as it is to day the best dark
leaf tobacco market in the worldthe prices here ranging higher on an
average than any wht re else in this

Another thing that commends
many years, yet the Hopkinsville To- Hopkinsville to the planters of this
bacco Board of Trade as an organi section is the fairnese, the strict
zation has been in existence only a honesty which characterizn every
little ever twenty-six years, the first feature of the busineas. The inspecsale under its auspices having taken tion is absolutely fair, as anybody
place on the 12th day of January, who is at all familiar with the man1871. The first hogshead sold on ner in which it is done and character
that date was raised by Mr. Wm. of the men who do it can retel.il tesWest, a planter of this county, and tify. The fairneas of the inspection
was bought by the late Mr. E U. in the Hopkinsville market has never
Hopper. The late Capt. H. G. Ab- been questiont d even by its competNo sort of seandel has ever
ernathy was the promoter of the en- itors.
terprise, and it was due chiefly to his taken place in that market, and a
-NO COMMISSION.efforts that the Tobacco Board of few years ago when so much rottenTrade was organized From its very ness was unearthed at Clarksville
the big dealers in Europe, in writing
(,
1)
-.) S
f C,VS SASf-SS
)SrSSW.A.A.I4 inception the Hopkiusville Tobacco letters
to the Clarksville Tobacco
Board of Trade has been an unqualified success, HEJAHIllt its members Board of Trade in regard to the
are intelligent, energetic. honorable frauds, commended the fair and
NAT GAITHER.
and
upright business men, men who honest methods that characterzed
JAS. WEST.
consider the rights and interest of the tobacco business as carried on
the farmer as well as their own, by the Hopkinsville Tobacco Board
knowing full well that their interests of Trade and held up the example of
are mutual, that only as the farmer, the Po ird as being worthy of being
the producer protipere, can they ex- followed by the Clarksville Board in
the future if it cared to do business
poet prosperity for themeelese.
From a email market selling only in a fair au,l a tju ,re manner. And
a few hundred hogsheads annually. several of those dealers who had
the Hopkinsville Board has built up never done so before 'laced their
a market in which the sales run up largest orders for tobacco with buyfar into the thousands-last year's ers in the Hopkinsville market-vial
sales having been almost twenty-two this was done because experience
thousand hogsheads. This growth had convinced them that the market
in the market is the result of much was worthy of their confidence. If
hard work on the part of the mem- the fair methods of doing business
ber. of the Board, who have worked in the Hopkinsville market causes
as faithfully in the interest of the European dealers to prefer that
planter as they have in theirown,striv. market, the same reason should show
ing at all times to make the tobacco the farmers all over Southwestern
placed on sale bring what it was Kentucky that the Hopkinsville mar
ket is the one for them to sell their
really worth.
tobacco
Laetyin.
e
It is, however, not a matter of surter was the banner year in
prise that the Hopkineville market
the history cf the Hopkinsville marhas grown to its present proporket, the sales reaching nearly twentions, it would be wonderful if it had
ty-two thousand hogsheads. While
not, as it is situated in the center of
the sales will not run to that num
the dark tobacco belt, making it the
ber this year, because this crop ie a
natural market for all Southwestern
short one, yet up to May 1st of this
Kentucky as well as several counties
year the receipts amounted to 6,835
in Tennessee. Every pound of tohogsheads as ;against 6,380 for
bacco raised in the First, Second and
the corresponding period of last
Third Congressional districts of
year, which is a gain of 455 hogs
Kentucky ought to be sold in the
...rom.11101.111
,Blurrwammorrorreemr•orarr
heads, while the sales for the year
Hop'tinsville market, and the time is
were 4,681 hogsheads against 3,175
not far distant when it will be, as
for the corresponding period of last
the advantages of the market are
year, which was an increase of 1,406.
rapidly becoming apparent to the
During last month the receipts were
planters of those districts and each
3,890 hogshead., which was an inweek consignments of tobacco'are
crease of 675 over April of last year.
received in Hopkinsville from counThese figures go to show that if the
ties that have in the past been shipcrop had been a full one the receipts
ping to:other:markets. First district
on the Hopkinsville market would
planters, who have for years been
by the end year have been far in exselling their tobacco in the Paducah
cess even of last year, showing that
market., have recently been sending
planters everywhere are recogniz'ng
their products to Hopkinsville for the advantages of the market over
sale, and in every case they have its competitors.
'ft welt-utter& with the terteei - Persons who-iviltis'o
,r,..to
received, and have invariably ex to compare this year's prices in the
preened regret that they did not markets of Mayfield, Paducah,
make tile change many years sooner Clarksville, Louisville and Hopkinsthan they did.
ville will find that the prices on the
It is:very natural that Hopkins Elopkinsville market have averaged
villa', as a market for tobacco, should much higher than on any of
be ahead of any of the neighboring the others, and for that reason many
markets. In the first place, there is hogsheads of the weed have been
grown in Christian and the sur- bought in those markets and shipped
rounding counties a type of tobacco to Hopkinsville to be re-sold at an
that is better muted for the export advanced price. Dealers in other
trade
_than that of any other lo- markets would hardly do that unless
I. F. CAMPBELL,
and that being the case, the they knew the prices at Hopkinsville
y,
calif
Book-Keeper.
foreign dealers in tobacco all have were better than in their own marGUS K. STEVENS,
representativea in Ilopkinaville and ket.
Considering the quality of
Floor Manager.
as they all want the same tobacco most of the tobacorthat has been
there is at once created a competition told this year tile Hopkinsville
W. S. GOODWIN,
that can not fail to benefit the owner prices have been remarkably high.
Gen'l. Agent.
Then, Good tobacco well-handled will
of the weed, the producer.
LA
again, iu the point of transportation bring as much money on the Hop.
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Corner R. R. and 11th Streets.

Gordon Nelson.

in Store!

ment you can trust, that is, if you
can trust any one. Now, McKee has
bought and sold coffees for twenty
years and knows values better than
Call and
any man in thel business.
see if this is not the truth. His store
is right under the Opera-house, on
Main street, and it will gi •e him or
his clerks pleasure to Show you
through and make prices that will
knock competition "higher'n a kite."

handling is the man in whose judg-

REVENGE.

Summoned His Faithful Friend mad Ob.
tattled Satisfaction.

A TERRIER'S

In a Iliad Way.

Attentlod hi Patrons
Satisfactory Service.
(3enii Linen
('a31 and Be Oonvinoted.

Ith St., HopkInsvilie, Ky.

Barbers,

II

Bridge St., Op.NewEra.

Remember the secret of
getting a fit in a sui tof clotshes
made to order is to have A
taller take your measure.

FINE WOOLEN :
Suits made from - $15 to $80
Pahte made fron - $ 4 to $15

The Taller and Cuttev.

Joe N. Fowright

Ile

CLEANING and PAIRING

WHEN IN HOPKINSVILLE.

BOYD se POOL,

"How is Diggles getting aleng? I
haven't seen him for a tong time."
"Worse thau usual." nets the reply
in tones of the deepest sympathy. "Very
much worstethan usual, poor fellow!"
"Are you sure of that?"
"Certain I recently had my salary
reduced, and I can't lend him nearly as
emodetoe"......Ineeneingtou Star.

is es peg sere s yes

P"rr;1I X

STOP AT THE

T. L. Metcalfe,Prop.

Where not Represented.
Address,

Agents Wanted...

Does the Best Work.

But

Largest in the South

Not Only is the

and Dye Works.

Steam: Laundry

The Hookinsville

All Tobacco Sent us Covered by Insurance.

Phoeqrrepha add Ceeneerteite.
The Ingenious Frenchman who Invented color photography has given the
treasury department of the United
Ftates a big scare. It le recognized by
the watchdogs of the brearearies of the
world that if his invention should get
Into the hands of eouuterfeitera the
financial syeteen of every nation employing notes as a circulating medium
would be threatened. Photography has
always been the bane of the officials
whose business it is to circumvent the
Ingenious devices of counterfeiters, and
for ten yours secret service agents the
world over have been watching in fear
and trembling for the invention of a process which would reproduce singly or in
combination the different eulurs and
tints of the solar prism.
Already counterfeiters are able, by
menus of pboto-engraviug process.. s. te
make exact duplicates of the backs of
Lille, whether they be in green, bine,
black cr any other color. But the seals
and cheek numbers, printed over the
scroll work of the face in different oolong. More hitherto thwarted them. They
have been obliged to expunge these seals
and cheek numbers with nettle. These
acids uatinally ruined the scroll work
LCIONV the overteid colors, leaving a
tech the rogues had to re-enspace
grave or put in with brush or pen. The
results et such erimitive methods were
easily detected by experts. But the eelor photceraphy peens immenee possibilities in Inc hands cf clever mete Given
Alwilitz-ARO tile.X
make paper thrit'would deceive an ex.
pert-tin re is nothing to prevent a
skillful operctor from producing utteolute dreeetetee in such numbers in he
may desire of any briukeote exiaet in
the circulaticu cf the world.-Detroit
Free Press.

Liberal Advance on Consignments.

•

-CornerRussellville and R. R. Ste:

HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

V4 a

7,41".1

Commission Merchants and ti din Dealers.
r cr.clk Pro--,..1 arc, 7.01.1!Se I

TOBACCO - WAREHOUSEMEN

WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,

This dog story was told to a reporter
by a lady who vouches for Its accuracy.
Remarkable as it is, the affirms that it
Is the truth, the whole truth and noth"Whereto, A large surplus of tobacing hut the truth:
co, grown in Kentucky, Tennessee,
An up the state family had two dogs
other
States.
Virginia, Maryland and
-a bulldog and a black and tan-between which there existed every evimast, to find a market at all, be exdence of deep friendship. The family
countries
foreign
certsin
but
por ed,
went into the country one summer some
have, by restrictive lame shut out
16 utiles from home. They took the
black aud tan with them, but left his
this particular product from the regcompanion at home. They lead not beee
ular channels of trade, and by GovForbes & Bro.
established in their summer quarts)
eroment *monopolies limited the demore than a few days before the small
inand,prevented all competition, and
dog had managed to pick a quarrel
Farmers, don't fail to read the adwith a neighbor's bulldog, in which the
controlled the price, now,in order to vertisement of Forbes & Bro., which
black and tan got much the worse of
and
open
be,
may
far
as
secure, as
All
the merriment, PO much so that when
appears in another column.
rent.
places
to
Unrestricted markets for American Christian county people take great
he disappeared after the battle his ownDon't fail to see the Christian ers were much worried. Thy searched
tobacco in foreign countries,
pride in this mammoth eetablish- County Abstract Company when you high and low, but no trace of that small
"Be it enacted by the Senate and went. It is the biggest and best in
found.
have real estate,insurance, title, loan dog could be
House of Repreeentatives of the Southern Kentucky, and has no suThe next morning there was seen
or investment matters to be attended coming up the road side by side the
United States of America in Corgrees perior in the State. All the departto. Their office is immediately North blink and tan and his faithful companf
assembled, That the President
ments are under the charge of expe- of court-house, Main street., Hop- ion, the bulldog, from home. The two
authorized
hereby
United States is
marched straight past the hotel where
rienced heads and none but skilled kinsville, Ky.
the family were staying and halted in
to make such hivestigations as will workmen are employed. Patrons of
front of the borne of the black and tan's
elicit all the facts in referenceto the Forbes & Bro. have complete confiBoyd & Poole.
enemy. In POOic unknown manner the
restriction:: pet upon the sale of
country bulldog was summoned, and imdence in the firm, for it never makes
American tobacco in foreign counWhen you want a shave or hair mediately his city contemporary fell
a mis-representation. Special attenupon him. The struggle watesevern and
lzierk wr:whist.i.e.lurowea."Regie tion Is called to the Mogul Wagon, cut go to I3oyd he Poole's apart- prolenged, IAA" 'the
.41iii"never in
contracts" and otherwise.
These two well-known doubt The country bulldog was comwhich this establishment makes and ments.
"And he is further authoriv d to
pletely conquered and retired in as good
has the exclusive right to handle in Knights of the Razor have been in order as possible nutter the circumenter into negotiations with the Govpup,"
was
a
"Hector
since
business
the
Constructed
from
this territory.
stances. The victor, once Ms task comernments; of these countries with a
finest materials and by the oldest and their splendid success is due to pleted, wheried about and without a
view to obtain a modification or reetcp retraced the 16 miles to home. The
wagon makers,it has no equal on the the politeness and courtesy they
black and tan crawled into the hotel
moeal of liwse restrictions.
If you need a wagon, don't show every customer and their thor- with every indication of complete satire
"And in pursuance of this Object market.
tonfaction on his diminutive cenntenauce.
examine the Mogul, for you ough knowledge of the art of
he may. in his discretion, place such fail to
Their rooms are nicely fur- -New York Mail and Express.
sure.
It
doing
so.
repaid
for
amply
will
be
restrictions on the exports of these
Illustrious lEsatispia.
& remarkably low price. nished, and their assistants are bar*countries to the United States as is sold at
Conventions which it would be foolbers of long experience. Give them
always
keep
make
and
Bro.
Forbes
&
until
may seeni just and reciprocal,
ish not to observe may yet be recognized'
line of carriages and a call and you will never go else- as conventions-that Is, as things that
the restrictions of our products are in stock a large
vehicles of all descriptions. They where.
have been agreed upon as proper rather
removed.
tk--tegeethertorreorighteor
iVelleMnefff'iticrbottrittrpriciiir.
Ship your tobacco to either of the In themselves. In these days it is the
A True Tale ritely 'I old.
not to carry food to the mouth
Christian County Abstract Co. following seven warehouse firms and custom
with one's knife, but the rule was not
it will have their prompt attention In force even in the White House 75
There are lots of people receiving
and they will do their utmost to years ago.
has
made
a
who
every
man
Nearly
is
they
why
it
wonder
this paper who
A writer in the Washington Post says
you, assuring you that Hopcan not get any more good coffee fortune has done by buying low and please
that an old lady used to bell with dedark
best
tobacco
the
is
kinsville
light of an occasion on which she went
like they used to get "wayaback yon- selling high. When an opportunity
world:
with a kinswoman to dine with Mr. and
der." Well, we can give you a poin- for buying property at a reduced market in the
Mrs. John Quincy Adams. The table
itself
they
have
taken
presented
ter on this subject You can not ex- price
Wheeler, Mill &
was beautifully met in the fashion of the
held
on
unof
it
and
then
advantage
pect to buy r4001) coffee at a low
times, and at Mr. Adams' place lay a
Nelson & Nelson,
four tined silver foek. The other persons
Now is one of
price, especially from the many inex- til prices advanced.
at table had merely the two pronged
perienoed men who now pose as gro- the times when everything is down,
Han bery & Shryer,
fork* then ilk nes.
cery men. It takes experience to tell and more opportunities are being
Mrs. Adtous apologised for her hue'Wooldridge and Chappell,
The
hand's little eortatittioity, saying that in
good values in coffees, and no inex- presented than ever before.
his long 'onions in Frame, he had tioperienced man, no matter how smart Christian County Abstract Company
Abernathy & Co ,
e.,insi t.o bah/tot eating with his fork,
farms,
town
he may be in other matters, can pass has for sale some fine
a meet of which be had been unable to
Gaither tri, West,
Or. Alt himself,
judgment on their values any more lets and personal securities that rail
Awl, my dear," the old het v used
value
leis
than
much
for
bought
than a man who has raised only be
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.
to Kay, n Itil a fnrimicto in her cy, ' the
investors
to
have
be
glad
would
and
wheat all his life can be expected to
elegant hire. Aii•,11,01 stud the nee of us
Sale days, Tuesdays, Wednesdays ate with a knife.be a judge of tobacco. The man call upon the Company and soe what
who knows, by heart, the goods he is prices can be made. They also have and Thursdays. e

The Hon. John D Ciard3's much
talked abeut, tobacco bill is as fol-

Clardy's Tobacco Bill.

- a fine country mill, which can be
purchased for half of cost, on account of owner meeting with a great
misfortune. When parties desire to
buy, sell or trace real estate, or have
titles examined, they cannot do better than call at the office of this
Company, on Court Place. and have
their wants attended to. They have
a Notary Public, Examiner of Circuit
Court and Deputy County Clerk in
in their office, and all papers can be
executed without the trouble and exParties
pense usually attending.
desiring to rent terms for next year
will do well to see the Company before renting, as they have Six fine

itirA11 Tobacco Insured unless otherwise instructed.

kojk MCCS 011 Tobacco

]Careful attention given to sampling and
selling all Tobacco consigned to us.

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Hobe!y& Shryer, Proprietors.
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R. Street, Between
10th S.:, 11th.
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W. H. FAXON.

Personal attention to the Inspection of Tobacco.
Stable for teams.

X.F. Shryer. W. G. WHEELER
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Attention to all Business Entrusted .4
us
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T. C. Hanbery.

.e.'S-

Hopkinsvil!e,

Correspondence Solicited.

R.Street. Between 9th & 10th,
Near L. & N. Depot.

Wooldridle & Cliappg. Proprietors.

'
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J. J. Chappell.

X. H. Nelson.

4vtio,infiers Tobacco Warehouse ,HOPKINSVILLE 'tr'All[11011SEI
e',94 R.
Ky. 44
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&
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R. M. Wooldridge.
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There is an Weider* in r text that
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of
battles all the one! s
rot' t//, I ta/rati cut
the world. 1110
off. Famine was in the Inc. In a cave
brcok I 1. tee se! minister of
r
God, Elijah, .
run-thing to
eat. Why did he e. t go r, the neighbors? There were le , tele:I...ilk It was
a wildernesa. Why did hence pick some
of the berries? There were none. If
there had been, they would have been
dried up. Coated cue Downing at the
mouth of Let aye, the prophet sees a
flock of birds
:Gentling. Oh, if they
were only partridge., or if be only had
an arrow will. which to bring nom
down! But se they come Dearer he finds
that they are not coniertible, but unclean, and the saline of them would be
spiritual death. The etre tigth of their
beak, the 'teeth of their wiugie, the
blackness cf their color. their loud.
harsh "crock. crock!" prove them to
be ravens.
They whir around about the prophet's bead, and theu they come on fluttering wing lied pause en th• level of
his lips, and one cf the raver., hr rugs
bread, and another raven
,it,
and after they have ete ..e.ir
tiny cargo they wheel I.,'
rs
come, until after u
11..4
has enough, and thew
it a. rviu,ta of
the wilderness tales ate ,cow For Die
,y a whole year,
months, and e
morniugliud I
a breakfaes and
a 'upper bell ,
‘.1 as these ravens
rang out on tee. eir their "(truck,
crock!" Guess where they got I
from. The cld tableue say th.
it
Prom the kitchen of King Abat. tt rs
my that the ravens got their f'.. rh.tO
pions Obadiah, who um in the ..t t
,e
reeding the persecuted. $4t
the ravens broueiht the b..t t1 , their
young in the trees, end ,•'tet Elijah had
only to climb up and g u t $4n.'ray
that the whole story is eeprobei
these were camiver, (s- t
,id the
! a .,i h of
food they carried •.0
t
hOustre and ti 1:
1:11I'
ly nucleate or it wenot have been fit for tie t 1'0 I Some
say they were net in, es at all, but
that the work t
.ted "ravens" in
my text one t.t
been tranalated
"Arabs," a ii e ....et have read, "The
Arabs brought bread and flesh in the
morning' and .baead and feele in the
evening:" Anything bus admit the Bible to be true.
Flew away at this mirre-te until all
the rniaairir et gone. (In
yrIth the 3e111,1114
( 1114 og0 4.54, hut knew. my hrot.imr,
that y,/ra In, robbing only one num-mai that la y,
41,
flt the lasoPot
comforting. beautiful. yorthene and tri.
uniplinot lessons ill nil the wee. 1 min
tell yon who U11401, ptirnayere
wire rayons. i can ts.11 you who
fruig)t.si thorn with petartnionii.-41.oit
I ran WU pat who launched them-Ond I ran tell you who taught there
w h tee way to dr--liotel„ I DIM 11;11 yvn
who told them at whet ea,* be ewes"
-(to41. I can tell you who heteredaemed
raven 10 prophet and peephole I. Sims

An Ornithological Wonder
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1/ in Taloaare
o after a
lite‘
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throuh
g rt..ere
and in
elf of the for,.' ,.tiock
India e ..,king in ths gine -.et centers
.et multittet. • f
-1 le ace
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tars
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*nil ).-cr
tri, t., 11.0 last 10 141,0' A4l.1
to all v( tio am try tee h ,,“ /110•11
n
Text, I K1 0.0::.
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•"And ti., ‘, ens br,:iii:ht
e. ruing
flesh in
oh
In the evele "
The onto., hey of tb. Bible is *very
- t. rk whioh
therreting Stu
, ,IDtt 41 I
knoweth
, the COM-4,•hang
,
FOOD apart
icier% of
41,9
01
0
ow
I.•
.desert,
eetrwting the reeldente AS f parents rio do
not take enough pains with tie (hie
.dren ; the eagle eymbolisiee
ote
which take wings and fly awes, the
pelican embletuizing solitude: the bat,
a flake of the darkness; the eleet, envie
the ceeifrage, the. cuckoo, t , •
the inTrey, by the cowman.. I Chid, in
Leviticus, flung out of the ecirld's bill
of fare.
I would like to have been with Audubon as he went through the woods,
with gun and pencil. bringing down
mid sketching the foyds of heaven, his
unfolded portfolio thrilling all Christendom. What wonderful creatures of
ilod the birds are. Scene of them this
moniing, like the songs of heaven let
loose, bursting through the gates of
hen',-en. Consider their festbera which
are clothing and conveyance at the same
time; the nit* vertebral of the neck,
the throe eyelids to each eye, the third
eyelid an extra curtain for graduating
the light of the elm. Some of these
birds scavengers and some of them orcbestra. Thank God for quail's whistle,
and lark's carol, and the twitter of the
wren, called by the ancients the king
of birds, because when the fowls of
heaven went int., . ( cutest as to who
should fly the 1,1,.z. • -t, and the eagle
.11, a wren on back
'same nearest
of the eagle, utter the•eagle was exhausted, sprang up much higher, and so
was called by the ancients the king of
birds. Consider those of them that have
golden crowns and meets,showing them
to be feathered imperial& And listen to
the humming bird's tweeted° in the ear
of the honeysuckle. Look at the belted
kingfisher, striking •dart from sky to
e
water. Listen to the vcice cf
giving the keynote to all creole:- .eci
behold the conchr among the
battling with the reindeer. I de net
know whether an aquarium or aviary
Is the best altar from which to worship
God.
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hi the banks of what rivers have been A. Pott's kenos raven alight on es ,,f,/ ti/li, and with tut two hands it
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the greet battles of the reedit? Wbile chamber doom, "only tine and mei. H..; took held of the altar of your soul. Bat
you are looking over the map of the mom," you will find Elijah" t ,.0 cam day there came one of the three gee 'ee
weld to *Hewer that. I will tell vnu ravens, or two ravens of the 'me, tete scourges of chileiren-ecarke fever, OF
0.,(1 law tacait
Oalay IS on lime cam bringing breed and the other bring- croup, or diphtheria-and all that l'ee il':e,
1'.,'elute, on the II ‘, item, on the Menial- log moab-plarned bue'tee noci
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never before. and as never since, nuousth cradle and took the little one in his tee('
tiA4 Wit) .1,, vaster iii number
eve
shellfish
to feed the whole city. Gott IN anus and walked away with It into the e.
.
Mai who unmet. It is a battle
•
iv no mistake about I+ .-1., bower of eternal summer your eye be- e-•
good.
There
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Hi4-4 ^" 1...1 .1 .. ,.... N.,,t in le-65 in fee -,e1 gan to follow him, and you followed ihs▪a
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thee .. .... e A drought Te- e eie the treasure he carried, and you have
,I1, a_ onebioned 4,,,,,i1.4, ; ... ia Ie.., ,,,
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f.1.1.,•', 'VPd ill
.entheopeeies, in- a
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slippertsi • t
a damage' ottoman, cultured, a grout crop of peaa
of "144;7';
grew un- we•ch,. as formerly, item or'
and say ti ,r this eerld is a great sceue til they tilled 100 momenta,
and there It all the time, and you an D302. lure eeetee
of 'avarice end greed. It dots not see.m were blossoming vines enough,
prom- and tender hearted than you used to be. :,(0 e's
.
•
so to rue. If it were Pot for the absolute ising as much more.
, awl you are patiently waiting for the ••
neoemities of the emote nine-tenths of
Butt why go so far? I men give you a daybreak. It is not self righteousness in
the stores, factories, chops, bankiug family incident Some generations back you to acknowledge that you are a bet- sit $••
•7;
homes of the laud would be eloped to- there was a great drought in Connect'. eer man than you used to be-you are a
morrow. Who is that man delving in cuered
hia
ppa New
fmu
Entb
glieuld.
bills.Ta
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ed wishteerfadnu
imepn,
the Colorado bills, or toiling In a New
'4
b "r
at wIr
'amli
a Itan
thatt
niyou
ght yuctile
udtbreantEnglund factory, or wing through a liviug on the hills drove their cattle tifying bleating? Oh, it was the dark
roll of bills in (be bank, or measuring • down toward the valleys sod had them shadow on the nursery, it was the dark
fabric on the counter? He is a champion nip/shed at the wens and fountains of shadow en the short grave, it was the
gent forth in behalf of some borne circle the neighbors. But thews after awhile dark shadow on your broken heart, it
that leas to be cared for, in behalf of began to fall, and the neighbote said to was the brooding of a great black ironsome church of God Stud has to be sup- Mr. Birdeere, of Wikall I shell speak: ble, it was a raven-it was a :event
ported, in behalf of SCIDO asylum of "You must not seed your flocks and Dear.Lord, teach this people that white
mercy that has to be sustained. Who is herds down here' any more. Our wells providences do not always mean ie
that woman betiding over the sewing ore giving out." Mr. Inrcleeye, the old vancemeet and that black providentee
machine, or carrying the bundle, or Christian man, gathered his fa mily at do not always mean retrogression.
eweeping the room,or mending the gar- the utter, and with his family he gatle ;
Many Ileums.
ment, or sweltering at the washtub? ered the slaves of the household-for , Children of God, get up out of
r
That is Deborah, one of the Lord's her- bouditge was then in vogue in Connect- despondency. The Lord never had so
oiues, bottling against Amalekitish ient--and on their kuees before God many ravens as he has today. Fling
want, which conies down with iron they mind kr water, arid the family your fret and worry to the winds.
chariot to ciush her and hers. The great story is tees there was weeping and Sometimes under the vexations of life
question with the vast majority of peo- great sobbing at that altar that the reti feel like my little girl of 4 years,
ple today is not home rule, but whether family might not perish for lack of wit- who said under some childish vexation,
there shall be any home to rule; not ter, and that the herds and flocks might "Oh.I wish I could go to leaven and see
God arid pick floweret" He will let you
one of tariff, but whether there shall be not perish.
when the right time.ccanes to pick
anything to tax. The great questions
The family rose from the altar. Mr. / r
owe
rs. Until then, whatever you want
eh the vast majority of people are: Birdscye, the old man, took his Puff
AND
"How shall I support my family? How and walked out over the hills, and in a pray for. I suppose Elijah prayed pret*ball I meet my uotes? How shall I pay phew where he badmen scores of tines, ty much all the time. Tremendous work
my rent? How shall I give food, cloth without noticing anything particular, behind him, treenendoue work before
tug and education to those who are de- be POW the ground was very dark. and Wm. God has no spare ravens for idlers
pendent upon me?" Oh, if God would he took his etatT and turned up the cig for People who are raltYeelees-'
,Put
8111 GlaqS
•
help rue today to assist you in the solu- ground, and water started, and he bee*. it in the boldest shape possible, and I
tion of that proem, the happiest nem oned to his servants, and they came and am willing to risk my eternity on it.
in this house would be your preacher. 'nought pails and buckets until all the Ask God in the right way for what you
I have gone out on a cold morning with family and all the flocks and the herds want and you shall have it lilt is beat
expert sportsmen to hunt for pigeons. I were cared for, and then they made for Y911Mrs- Jane Pithey of Chicago, a well
have gone out on the meadows to hunt troughs reaching from that place down
for quail. I have gone out on the marsh to the !muse and barn, and tile water known Christian woman, was left by
to hunt fcr reedbirds, but today law flowed, and it is a living fouutain today. her husband a widow with one half
out for ravens.
New I call- Opt old grandfather Eli. dollar and a cottage. She was pelsied
bad a mother 90 years of age to
Winged Caterers.
juh, and I call that brook that began to ,
'
Notice, in the first place In the story roll then and is rolling still the brook support The widowed soul every day 'A•• .
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of my Dill, that these winged c aterers Cherith, and the lesson to me and to asked God for all that was needed in
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cenne to Elijah direct from God.
_ s.r 'Vas
S;Paea Ceil,
"•sor,PG kt.r.,-•*eV"sere-6
have eel:emended the rave us that great Ares' of cireumstancee, pray and astonished at the preeetion with which 0!
God
answered
the
prayers
of
that
wornthey feed thee," we find God saving in dig, dig and pray, and pray and dig.
an adjoining presage. They did not How does that passage go? "The moan. an, item by item, item by item. One
come out of some other cave. They tides shall depart and the hills be re- day, rising from the family altar, the
did not just happen to alight there. moved, but my loving kindness shell aervant said,"Yon have ""i"kW for
God freighted them. God launched Dot full." If your merchendise, if your cool, and the coal ia out."
them and God told them by what cave mechanism, if your husbandry fail, I Then they stood and prayed for the
to swoop. Viet is the same God that is look out for ravens. If you have in your coal. One hour after that the servant
going to supply you. He is your Father. despondency put God on trial and con- , threw open the deer and mid, "The
You would have to make an elaborate demued him as guilty of cruelty, I move coal has come." A generous man, whose
calculation before you could tell nie today for a new triaL If the biography ' name I could give you, had sent-as
bow many pouilds of food and how of your life is ever written, I will tell DM-Cr before and never since--a supply
many yards of clothing would be notes- you what the first chapter and the min. of coal. You cannot understand it. I
oary for you and your family, but God die chapter and the last chapter will be i do. Ravens! Havens!
knows vjth,cut uny calculation. You atent if it ts written accurately. The ' My friend, you have a right to argue
have a plate at his table, and yen are fast chapter about mercy, the middle from precedent that God is going to
going to be waited on, unless you act chapter about ineroy, the huit chaptee take care of you. Has be not done it
H. W. BREATHITT,
iike a naughty child and kick and aLcut mercy. The mercy that hovered two or three tituenerery day? That is
JOHN T. EDMUNDS, 1 Managers.
ecramble and pound saucily the plate over your cradle. Ties mercy that Will moat marvelous. I look back and won!lever ever your ,rave. Tie mercy that dor that Clod ten given we food three
amid try to upset things.
I limes a day regularly all my lifetime,
God has a vast family, and every- will cover all i- ,\Teen.
never miming but woe, mid then I was OFFICE: Public Building
thing is methodized, and you are going
nue.1... ,..1 lioaisf.
Again,thie ei, ml ; .
I ,. text impresses loot ID the niouutaitts, but that very
to be at rved if you will only wait your
North of Court House,
turn. God has already ordered all the me that relief came to this prophet with morning and that very night I met the
iu1t cf clothes you will ever need, down the most unexpected and with seeming- , ravens
'
to the last suit in which you will Lu laid by impossible conveyance. If it had been ' Oh, the Lord is so gond that I wish
itles examined and perfected. Real Estate
all
his
peertle wonld trust him with the
Jut. God has already ordered all the a robin redbreast, or a musical meadow
conveyed. Loans negotiated. All kinds
food you will ever eat, down to the last lark, or a meek turtledove, or a sub- I. two lives-the life you are now living
crumb that will be put in your mouth lime albatross that had brought the ' and that which every tiek of the watch surance written and real estate information given.
in the dying sacrament. It may not be food to-Elijah, it would not bays, been ' amid
81111",, of the cd°4 informs
just the kind of food or apparel we FO surprising. But no. It was a bird to : you Is
is apPre'ace'ng. Bread for your file
would prefer. Thp sensible parent de- fierce and inauspioate that we have !mil- mortal soul comes today. See! They
penile on his own judgment as to what kited one of our most forceful and re- alight on the platform. They alight
ought to be the apparel and the food of pensive words out of it-ravenous. That on the backs of all the pews. They
the metier in the faintly. The child bird bite a puseion for pickinteemt the '
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•'You must have something plainer Iowa with vulturous guzzle everythiug
fine." The child would say, "Oh, give it can put its beak on, and yet all the rowing, and the tempted, deliverance
me these great blotches of color in the feed Elijah gets for six mouths or a conies this hour. Look down, and you
411T111CDt!" "No," says the parent; year is from ravens. So your supply is gee nothing but your spiritual def. etnigoing to come from an unexpected ties. Look back, and you lee I.. ' log
"that wouldn't be suitable."
but wasted opportunity. Cate e.
Now, God is our Father, and we are ODIUM
Yen think some great bearted, gene"- forwunh add you have a fearful 1. minors, and be is going tp clothe us and
feed us, although he may not always ono man will come along and giro you nu judgment and fiery Judie'. 14.
tit
yield to our infantile wish for the his name on the back of your note, or which shall di year the adversary
recedes and glitter. These ravens of the he will go security fer youth some look up, and you lxthord the vel e ease
text did not bring pomegranates from great enterprise. No, he will not. God shoulders of an interceding Clinet, and
the glittering platter of King Abah will open the heart of some Shylock to- the face of a pardnuing God, and the irThey brought bread and meat God bad ward you. Your relief will'oorne from radiuticni of im opening heaven, I hear
all the heavens and the earth before him the most nnexpeoted quarter. The Prov- the whir of their wings. Do you not
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Coal oil cans
..... .
hle
that even ao small a quantity provell
tional Bank of Hopkinsville, where I
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Clairette Soap,in body, mind and heart.
Wheels
Full lire of
NV I urlow shades catilete- .. 10e to VW each
Drain. and losses ended.
will set to receive claims from 9 a. in.
beneficial in a •ast majority of Cages
Havana, May 13.- Spanish official eirE•ery obstacle to happy
the soap that makes
married life ramor.d !Nom
All druggist's keep it.
to 3 p. nes, each day (Sundays excepted)
fotce. will. energy. whet
eles here are disturbed by the news that
things clean without
failing or lost, are restored by till. treatment Al:
for three months from this date.
The
weak portions of the body enlarged and •t rengthMOST PERFECT MADE.
harming them.
Consul General Lee hes reporteel to the
book. with explarmtions and
ruled
Write for
Geo. C. Lee.), Assignee,
chitLaxol is the best medicine f
Big
/16.11. oaly by
field every hem
111 the One True Mood irifier. All drugg.sts. St State Department at Wanhington that
proofs. Kent sealed, free. l/wer 2400 references
A maw Grape Cream of Tartar Pewder. Fee.
Wiufree Bros. & Co.,
dren. Doctor recommend it in
of
Itiood,5 Pi!is ceas
The N. K. Fairbank Company, St. Louis.
IMO AMMOWW, Alum sr ow ether adulterant.
4,r;
11,1;.,itt
.
.
e.
ssytrctiluk
iAOARs sT. Store
N
a
4
March 25, '97.
W. P. 'Winfrey.
Castor Oil.
14; the Cubans aro gearieg ground.
BUFFALO, N. V.
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T SOMETHING

:""etee -

ALL THE YEAR....

IN LADIE FASHIONABLE DRESS SHOES

A l'IAY SPECIAL....

41.

We Save You Money,
Every Week In The Year,

•

RICHARDS & CO.

Everything New!
Everything Low!

R. C. Hardwick,

Goods Shall be as Represented!

They Shall be Full Value and
Your Money Back if "u Want It!

•
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MOTHER'S FRIEN
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Man

11! CREAM

BAKING

WEAKNESS CF MEN

Notice to Creditors.
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EME MEDICAL CO.,
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The World's Largest, Grandest and
Best Amusement Institution.

On
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It 40111 I be Inn& a matter et peeler
I. not. le. ge that DeWitt a Witch liezel
Salve will epeedely cure pave of the
longest strotiong. It is the household
feverite for borne, steeds, cuts. bruises
an 1 sores of all Untie. R C. Hanle um k.
• sae
The "Beehelor" in the New Yerk
Press says that "a woman never feel%
entirely helplees till idle gets a mosquito
I, te under hr corset" Wonder how
the "Bachelor- found that out?

'

7oTrained Horses Performingat OneTimein One Ring
TheAltindest

Equine Spectacle Ever Devised.

40 Fine Bay litorses in one Wondrous Team.
24 Elephants Performing in Three(3) Rings at One Time!

Mr. Will SkIlluian, Baru. Ky., had
sore eyes for years. He tried in soy
doctors and remedies anti always failed
to get relief until he tried Sutherland's
Eagle Eye Salve, which cured him inside of one week.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.

Largest Display of Pachyderms on the Continent.
The Atchison Globe says : "A man
50 Champion Aerialists in Mid-air Feats' 12 Champion Barebiuk Eques- likes an industrious woman ellen he is
t .. - • 60 World's Famous Jockeys and Crack Star Light weights!
hungry, but after he has eaten, he likes
t ibe amused by an idle woman, who
ALAR,The Human Arrow1 Shot FAront
Crosibo
w'.
huge
has had time to curl her hair."
Real Potpourri of

.
,
ti....i.GGrand Circus Vaudeville oN
Startling and Amstsieg Eine:items by
Snake Charmers, Fire Kings, Juggler.. Dancers,

few. °held Oracle, Variety Artists and others.
litasieal laltrument.

Mate and Female esagicians,
Lightning l alculatone If use
Perform. Es on Every Known
i

Museum of Living Human Curiositiel.
Contalniug Midget MAU, Orissa

Twin', Ete.

An eyn for an eye and a tooth for a
teoth, is the old Mosaic doctrine, but
the doctor% of to-day save the eye-sight
by applying Sutherland's Eagle Eye
ealve. It (tune all forms of sore mice
evel granulated lids.
It 'trent/theta
weak eyes. Sold by It 0. Hardwick.
The Be kWh gold Standend is now le •
giniamt to bring trouble to British noloides, Canada has hail inure failuram this
.141' thu Ohl' .1111 last yew..

Mime

Dr. Hell's Peppermint Chill Tonle is
a perk t liver Inxittire—autemalnrial
and blood purifier
Remove,' ailionte
nese without purging. Cures chills and
intake. the eomplexion good. Onarati•
teed by all dealers, Sold by R. C.
Hardwiek.
A Philadelphia paper rematks that
"Fitzsimmons has a very wide smile."
Ho, however, doesn't smile near so often
as John L. Sullivan does.

,,efurgas
weat.:s

women understand that
when they neglect their
health because they are
too busy or ovei wot Led
or their minds are

taken up a ith other
concerns. that they are
balancing on the edge
of a fatal precipice.

Any weaknees or die
ease uf woman's special
organism is no Hiding
matter. A woman alio
indifference
though

A modest woman naturally recoils from
the mortifying ordeal of examitietions and
I' cal trtatote nt which doctors igsist upon.
But there is no necessity for anl' such repugnant alternative. Dr. Pierce's Favorite

Preece peon cures these delicate complaints
jewitively and completely. It is a medicine
1,v one
devised for this particular
of the most eminent of living sled:Mos in
woman's diseases.
Dr. Pierce has been for nearly to years
chief consulting physician of the lovaiiils'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo,
N Y. During this time he has received
fully ninety thousand letters from wonien
who have been cured by the "Favorite Prescription." Some of these letters are
printed by permission in one chapter of Dr.
Piercew great thousand-page book, "The
People's Common Sense Medical Adviser."
It contains advice and suggestions for selftreatment which every woman ought to
r.'ad. More than half a million copies have
been 50!(1 at Si so each.

An absolutely free

edition in paper covers will be sent for a
limited time to anyone sending 21 one-cent
stamp,to pay the cost of mailing only. Address World's Dispensary Medical Association. Buffalo, N. Y. For a handsome cloth.
bound copy send 3i stamps.

DE81WM1n
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
Agents for the....
Old M utual Benefit life
Of

Newark, New Jersey.:

See their new contract.
Everything

in the

contract.

Loans and Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us

Reim usatism Oared la a Day.
Office on Weft side North Main,
"Mystic Cure" for Ithenmatkrn and Court-house, Hopkinsvale, Ky
Vemrsigis radically cures in 1 to 3 days
its union upon the system is remarkable
ind mystemtui. It removes its once the
cease and the diserete Immediately ilia
appears. The first (ineegreatlo benefits ;
75 cents' Sold by kt, 0. Hardwick Druggist liorkinsvOlo

Deal

sa,

Simberb-Equestrian-Tourna i eat
With Prize Winning High-Jamping Horses and Ponies
and Fox Hunters' Meet.

The report that the securities left by
Jay Gould have shrunk '26,000,000 111
valne was &subtlest; given out for thtt
benefit of the t F I assessor.

Professional Gar ds.

Pure borax is worth from live to six
and one-limit cents a pound. It is largely used in the manufacture of *cap and
(ttherlecess wee of life. Senator menta
e,emande that engm
ia., shall :demo
Couble Its price by autting a duty of five
ii: ulet a p41111I.1 Ott th • Pere
ar tic-I" and
'
proportionate duties on all impure
bornten. This he asks in order that his
Nevada constituents may be abbe to sell
Lentz for te ice its value to the soapmakers. The tax amnia not acid one
c. nt to the Government's re venues. It
would make ssvelity millions of people
pay a heavy tax on Heir soap. ete to a
few of Senator Joist te leese) eons Outlets This i. the gene's of the high
protectionist theory.
1

Your Inteetgence.
Your ilitelagence is queetiotnel by th,
druggist elm tries to influenee you to
lot hem bottle anytheet for you whet,
you ask for Dr. Bella Pine Tar Honey.
No aruggi-t can put theis up for you—he
minuet put up anything like it—it is not
to be had in balk—it is to be had only in
sec , 50c and $1 bottles. There is nothlug "just asu good" as Dr bell's Pine-Tar
Honey. Avoid those sul.stitutee with
similar mnindiug Heinle. When you
buy Dr. Bell's Pine ear Honey see that
the bottle has never been opened and
that it bears the picture and testimony
of "Good Old Granny Metcalfe," amid
the name of the E. E. Sutherland Medicine company, Fountain Park, Paducah
Ky.

neglects these troubles is laving the foundation for life-long wietchedness.

Callis & Wallace.

lt
Cia^,Ebi
••••1*

1essness which
ould never be
possiblt• if they
realized the
consequences.
Comparatively few

th

1
f.

What a
wonder it is
that sonic
ewe a are so
heedless about the
things that eonc.-I n them most.
Tisey endure all
aits of rin and

.Areenic im the poison meet chill tonies
cont no. Dr. Beles lee pi-Intent Chill
; Tonic does not- emertin arsenic or any
; poition. It niskee bone and flesh for
l ebililren. It cures chills so they etay
'cured. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
1
The patronage a; President McKin.
!Icya ecitinesiel, while very lerge, will
1 fall far short of the deneand. and hecan
onuta on mak has It Of a Mizell ems '•s
for ev- ry fri••nd he nink.... in the distribution c.f it.

Barnum & Baile
Greatest Shcsr

-- • The Mayor of Greater New York will,
after the first of fleet Januery, preside,
ever mare apeopte in
rea in of 3fle I
vinare wiles lettu George West-engem'
eat in his realm of miiitone of square'
miles. The new Meyer will receive
ele,wee per anteen

The terrible catastrophe that occurred
in 11.171a shows how important it is IO
have a rigid mystern of building inspection If that belittling in which PO many
lives were lost Mei te en inspected when
completed it would have been condemn.
el—amid human life would not have
been needletisly eacrifieed.
_
leverybody Say Cu.
Citscareta Candy Cathartic, the twat
wonderful medical discovery of the age,
oleaantet awl tefreobing to the taste, act
gently and pOoltively on kidneys, liver
end
eloatteinit the entire spleen,
dispel cells, cure heudache, fever, halt.
twill constipation
and 1,11i0211111.1111.
P101122 buy and tr) a box of 0. C. 0, to.
day 10, 45, AO cents Sold end guaran
toed to cure by all druggist..
The great army of wage-earners are
consumers Senator Elkins says that
wages must come down, while Mr. McKinley says that the IleceeRRTIOS of life
retot be made mere costly to consumer!.
Between Elkins and McKiuley, where
will the contemner find himself,
Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your
Lits Away.
If yen want to quit framers() using Nue
ily said forever, be made well, strong,
neignetie, full of new life and vigor,
teke No-To•Bow, the woneenworker.
that makes weak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds in ten day.. Over 400.000 cnred. Bur No-To-Bee of your
drureiet, undi r guarantee to cure, 60e
or $1.00. Booklet and sample posited
free Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., °hiesen or New York.

ILLIAM B. NI'ELY,
The woman that marries for a home
Newly Added Wonders and Attrac ions! Eye waters
pays big rent, remarks the "Bachelor"
or calves confining sugar
Attorney-At-Law.
Skilled and Remarkable Performers 300 300 of lead are lead are dangerons. Somein the New York Press. He also says
sore eyes are cured with them-- Sargent Building
- Main St "it is always a mystery to
20 - Old-Time, Modern and Pantomimic Clown.. - 20 time.
a woman why
lead poison does not always result
her husband doesu't seem to pity old
Circus Rings with :3 Full Companies
Thousands of re rsons have loot their
3
3 eyes
as a result of the
bachelors more."
of such prep
Elevated Stages for Special Performers 3 3 :nations. Sutherland use
Dr.
r. H. TANDY,
Eagle Eve Salve
—--1 - Racing Track for Desperate ami Thrilling Contests - 1 eourains no lead and cannot injure the
Unconditional surrender, is the only
eyes of a babe. Sold by R. C. Hard
terms
those
1
- Living Giantess, nearly Nine Feet Tall
tautens little pills known as
INT 1
1 1 S
1 wick.
DeWitt'S Little Early Risers will make
Radica and Doodica, the Famous Orissa Twill;
2
2 This session's tariff
Crown and bridge work a specialty.
with constipation, sick headache and
tinkering will cot
1 - Great Peter the Small, Weighing Only Cri Pour.ds - 1
-tornach troubles. R. C. Hardwick.
the United States a great deal. Already Office over Richard and Coa. store,
1
- Giantess Gorilla, Only One in Captivity
Main St.
- 1 the Dingley bill has driven our Canadian
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch suggests
Menageries of Wild and Trained Beasts 2 2 ustomere to England
to President McKinley that the appoint
24
- Of the Biggest Performing Elephants
- 24 Thirty years is a
.101IN FELAND, inmesa of a number of negro po-trnar-ters
I tug time to fight FO
2 - Droves of Asiatic Camels axd Dromedaries - 2 painful
the North might reconcile the Geera trouble te piles, but Jacob
70 Trained Horses Peforming at once in One Ring 70 Mitchell, of Unio• vele, Pa., struggled Attorney - At - Law, giant to the appointment of a negro as
that long bee - he tried DeWitt's
OFFICE: Old Bank Building, cornet postmaster at Augnsta.
2 - Droves of Tiny Shetland Ponies - 2 Witch Hazel Seise, which
quickly r
Gth and Main Sts.
100
- Daring Circus and Equestrian Acts permanently
cured him. It is crir y
100 effeetive in eceema
Cmup and whooping rough are child•
iid 211 skin Lil'eC
1,000 Performers, Artists, Specialists and People 1,000 tious.
hood's terrors; but like pnearnonia,
R. C. Hardwick.
bronchitis, and other throat and hog
2,000 - Tons of Pure Moral Amusement - 2,000
troubles ran be quickly cured by using
The Canadian preferential tariff was
One Minute Cough Cure. R. C. HardTo Be Seen Nowhere Outside These Shoa----! i.e.:.
'able the Canadians to gi.t
wick..
even atilt us when the Degley bill goes
PHYSICIAN
into effect.
A Kanote City minister Faye he
AND SURGEON:
May Pole Dances

1,000

es.

Dreadful
Rheumatism,
No disease has puzzled the doctors
so completely as rheumatism—that deplorable condition of the blood which
so often render* the strongest man as
helpless as a babe. Their mercurial
and potash remedies may in some
cases impart temperary relief. but are
sure to ultitnately result in wrecking
the entire s'.-stem.
Rheum:it:tan le a deep-seated blood
disease and only a real blood remedy
will have any effect wleatc•ver upon
It. Most of the so-called b:sod remedies are at best only tonice and cannot reach an obstinate bleed trouble.
One of the most frequent sympteins of
rheumatism is a tingling sensation of
the parts affected, generally brought
about from a lack of free circulation
of the blood through the very small
blood conductors. This trouble is always eliminated by the use of S. S. S.;
it thins the blood, gives it a free and
forcible circulation, destroys the poisonous microbes and restores the circulation to its normal condition.
Mr. Robert H. King, a prominent
and influential citizen of West Point,
Va., writes of his experience with this
dread disease:
"About five yearseago I was a great
sufferer from rheumatism.
I was
treated by all the lea.eieg physicians

Do your eye., ever stool 1. burn or fee
rough ?—Soretherlanres Eagle Eye Salve
will banish that feeling. It will make
you vision clear and distinct and wil
enable you to read without tiring. l'ut
Put up in 25 relit tubes, convenient and
nice to use. Two application, are worth
ten timers the price. Sold by R. C.
Hardw ick.

The total amount of sugar grown in
this country is only about one-sixth of
the amount museteed.
et, its order tee
"protect" th3 producers of this one-sisth
the consumers of the aix-sixths are to bt•
taxed by the Daigle,' bill to the extent
of :to or 40 per ceet in order to Induct,
people in Kansas, California and elaewheri• to grow sugar-beets from seed
drawn gratis flora Washington.

(21.1c.ago.

TOBACCO WAREHOUSES,
J. II. BUCKNER, Sa.,

M. L. BUCKNER,

S F

Preen ent.

URRELL

St-c.& Troas.

BUS`KNER

Something to know.
It may be woith something to know
that the very best medicine for re-storing
the tired ont nervous system to a healthy
314419 Chapel St., bet. Main and Market,
vigor is Electric Bitters. This metheine is purely veget tble. acts by giving
31....•C3
411.1118•117'ilie
tenet to the uerveeentres ill the stomach.
XfC.Nr
so•ntly stimulate! the Liver and KidSpecial attehtion given to privste sales. Four months storage free It.dependiteys. and aids these organs in throwing ent warehousf. Mark your hogehends "Bleckner Itarebsoner
eff impurities in the blood. Electric
fEPRESENTED BY BEN C. BOYD, CHRISTIAM, COUNTY.1110
Bitters improves the appetite, aids digeston, and is pronouneed by those who
have tried it as the very beet blood purifier and nerve toter. Try it. Sold for
50e our $1.00 per - bottle at R. C. Hardwick's drug store.

Toba ire°

arehou se Corn pan y.

pLARIcsVILLE,

Ship Your Tobacco To

BALSfiAla CHER& CO.
St. Warehouse
Elm St. ViTt-A,rc:heuse.

htirn et
r-

Mills & Co.

Tobacco Warehousemen, CCIIIIIIISISiOn &rants.
,.ir

THE NEW WAY.

WOMEN used
to think "feL
m a le &vases"
could only be
treated after ''loexaminacal
tions" by physicians. Dread of
:sue h treatment
kept thousands; of
modest w:me,.
silent about their
sufforing. The introduction
of
Wine of Cerdui has now demonstrated that nine-tenths of all the
cases of menstrual disorders do
not require a physician's attention
at all. The ample, pure

SPECIALITY.

OF

"Salted mash continue viry quiet,'
says a New York market import. Will
there's no reason in the world why they
HOPKINSVILLE, • • • • KENTUCKY.
shouldn't.

valtelt Sold evrrysibere. Macie only by
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
tot. Loola,
New York,
maws,
etwaempiaa.

Largest package—extra

--PROPRIETORS OF- The ptiopotted deaieation of the monument to Washlegtou in Philadelphits
some time this month ought to be post. Central Toba
cco Warehcuse
veiled a month. In J u tie the dedieutioti
mean oel,,brate the 14th aunlverenry of
- TEACY.
the founding of the anelety st Wei has
W1)lic
O 14
it the patronage of all who have Tobacco to
built and will dedicate tin' monument
Fr4o storage to shippers? Cull advances muds, on
It was in JIltle 17e8, at the hisedquerters sell I
114,"
of lituent you SIODb011 DOW FI.11k111. N. consignmtnts I
Y., at the suggestion of Gen. Knox that
MR. RODENT H. Klee.
' J. C. KENDRICK, Salesman.
the society was formed, says'tbeCinclmmIn the state, but without relief. In
nati
Times-Star.
fact, my suffering:. grew worse daily,
until I despaired of ever being cured.
"I had been in this wretched condiI he Grandest Remedy.
tion for litany months and was almost
Mr. R. B. Oreeve, merchant, of Chia
a complete wreck, when I first read the bowie, Va., certifies that
he had conadvertisement of S. S. S. Ravine tried sumption, was given
up to die, sought
a dozen or more 'rheumatic cures' and al/ medical treatment that
'blood reinediee' with no success, I was procure, tried all cough money could
remedies he
almost hopeless, but decided to give could hear of, but got
no relief; spent
your medicine a trial. I did so, and in many nightie sitting
up in a chair: was
a few weeks it had made a pertnenent inducted to try Dr. King's
New MorayPROPRIETORS
cure of me. I was soon a well man ery, mai tete' cnred by
use of two Lot.
and have never had a touch of rheutute Iles For past
three years he hue been
(lint to this day. S. S. S. is indeed attenclieg to bushier*,
and says Dr
a wonderful medicine, and I shall ever King's New
Discovery is the grandest Main
recommend it to all etifferers from this remedy ever
made, as it haa done so
worst of blood diseases."
much for him and itl.o for others in his
S. S. S. stands out distinctly to it- community.
Dr. King's New Discs •
self aa a real blood remedy, and for ery is guaninteed
for coughs, robin ante
half a century has been curing obsti- consumption
'Ihty will work t) your interw, i c ecuring
. It don't fail. Trial hot•
nate and deep-seated bloml diseases ties free
at R. O. Ilardwick's drug the
market price.
which other medicines fail to reach. at we.
W. G. WaitsLait.
'‘
F..xow
S. S. S. is not a drug store preparation
and no druggiet can offer a substitute
Says Senator Elkins: "Wages in
for it. It is guaranteed purely vegetable, and contains not a particle of America must go down. Wage earners
11Theeler,
potash, mercury, or any other product do not wish to see it or believe it, Lott it
of the chemist's shop.
Wages
so.
is
in
America
stands against
S. S. S. never fails to cure Rhetimas
tient, Eczema, Cancer. Scrofula, or any a revival of business." When the time
other disease of the blood, it matters for the next election rolls around the
not what other tree tment has failed. People sLould go to the pol's and answer
AND
Our books on blood and skin diseases
will be mailed free to any address. Senator Elk-ins' proposition. The DemEt
swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga. ocrats during the last campaign told the
laborera of the country that the tingle FIRE-P
:
OOF FV4REHOUSE. Cor. .1.'usselluille and
gold standard meant a reteiction of
Railroad Streets.
wages and now a gold standard leader
BONI'
BVILLT!
,
KENTUCKY.
•
comes out boldly and declares that it
Liberal Advances on Consignments.
dom.

would rather see whisky given away
free than to see it sold by licensed saloon. There are a good many thong
ritv.,..:n
to
d
Building
FICE
ands of people who would support that
Telephone No, 13% proposition with
a whoop.
---Not (oily acute lung ft-mildest, a 'itch
A. P. CROCKETT. limy
prove fatal in a few deem, but old
rehronir roughs and threat t f,in WW1 May
receive. ininuelletn relief end be pc nen
Attorney ..,at Law.
meetly elated by One Willie Cough
Office with Joe efc Came,
Cure.
DISEASES OF WOMEN A

To Curia clad In Oa.Day

Take Laxative Promo genuine Te14.
All druggists refend the money it it
fails to cure. 25e. Fur sale by L L
Elgin awl C. K. Wyly.

Kendrick &Runpia-

R. 1. WOOD0110, 111. IL

_

,
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch does not
think that the commercial museum organized at Philadelphia recently will
aneinnt to anythilig• It says: -Philadelphia has urgarcezod a commercial um(uta for Iffeaelltiee trtut. soth the
eouth Amer i.111,1 iseed
und ea the
:id of June President MeKtuley will be
on band to whin,as 'entry gentlemen
who will be in Philadelphla as representatives of these republic's. In view of
the preparation of a fig Ii tariff bill designed to exclude foreign goods, what
can the eommercial nine. UM er Mr McKinley's address arnoe.it to?"

Wini:Erdui
taken In the privacy of a woman's
own home Insures guide relief and
speedy cure. Women need not
hesitate now. Wine of Carciut teepees no humiliating examinations for its adeption. It cures any
distase that comes under the heal
of "female troubles"— dieerdered
menses, falling of the womb,
ew'reter.," change of life. It makes
women beautiful by making them
well. It keeps them young by
keeping them healthy. el.C.0 at
the drug store.
Far aivice Ii eases red.:171re snectal
directi3ns. eldreLs, given; symp!:ra,
Lz.Jfes Advt."
the
D•parnsnt,"
,
The Chattanooga Ntosiicine Ca.. Chattanooga. Tenn.

Times are so litIttl ID Persia Holt thee
old Shah has decided to reduce, the number of his wives to sixty-three until
their shall be n return of eroceperity. He
on •ht to bo al-le to we ry along pretty
well a ith that iturnbc r, at least for a
few years.

itia la

,....aL1 ref3

All Tobacco sent us Covered by

A GREAT REMEDY

T. C. HANB
i
RY.

Is Offered You at a Sinai! Price
and Relief Guaranteed in
Every Case.

•

ilmairallea.

F. 111. SHRYER

IIVAR10112;
HANBERY & SHRYER,Prop'rs,
RaiIrcad Street Bc tween T nth
aid Eltvrnh
,
tar- Careful atteetion given to sampling and Relit, all tobacee,

Ropkinsville K.
Kg

If yon positively knew and were
thoroughly convinced Diet you could
leay one remedy that would replace all
conthe old sticky, greasy liniments, pare- signed to us: Liberal adhances on tabacco in store. All tobacco inecred
ungoric, Bitterne'''. drops, Jarnaiea Ginless otherwish instructed.
ger, earneher, Oodtrey's cordial tied
suet. like, we believe you would gladly
pay two or three dollars for a bottle
M H. Nrk,SON.
GORDON NELSON.
Well, cacti a reinedy has been discovered, but it only mete 2,c a Wed.,. Lighthug Hot Drops is the weer ign remedy
for all kite's of pan
ezierual and inertial, rneutuationi and neuralgic
(Tempe, Hailers morbus, diarrhoea, mine
tiler tomplaint, wind on the shun .ch,
11th Sts.
indigestion saul All like ailments, and
e tell you upon our honor that Lighttete( Hot Dries will give instant relief
in all smell affection's a•hen t wed as di.
rust'
It is imminent that the dirertiOnli be carefully oleeived and a cure
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
will quickly follow ; und so sure are we
this is true that yonr druggist will Rive
Perso*al attention to the inspection of Tobacco. Stable
our mc n •y bat 4 if yoa get no retie'.
Now if Lighteir g Hot Drops didn't do for teams
as stated, we cot Id not afford to sell it
, n sneh very liberal termo. 'Ye know
that Lightning Hot Drops is a great
LDRIDOE.
: :
medicine four all forma of painful affec- R. M.
JNO. J. UHA Pi 1,L.
tions. Lightne g Hot Drops is all r g it
i every reepect am d will do just as we
WOOLDRIDGE & CHAPPELL,
toy; but if it sht uld fail to ive you rego
bel
back to yot..r dr.•fg at arid get
your money. Be sure to ;reel y directions and relief will folic w. If you
don't need it to day get a euttle anyway, as it is a good thing to have in the
house, in the shop, in the office, on the
Farmier's Warehouse, Railroad St.Bt. 9th & 101..
work-beteh, or in the grip. It is splendid for change of water. If one of your
personal friends were to tell you all we Personal Attention to the Inspection and Sale
have said you, no doubt, would get a
of Each Hogshead.
bottle at once. Now, let us be that
frisnd, for we tell you in dead earnest
that every word we have said is true-abeolutely true. We are honest and sinrare in our statements
Lightning Hot
Drops is prepared by us and no honest
NAT C; theft-eta
't1
druggist will try to get you to take
r
something else, and don't you let hint
Ito it.
Herb Medicine Co., Springfield,
0. For sale by R. C. Hardwick.

tiopkinsville Warehouse
Cor. Railroad &

NELSON & NELSON,Pito pit's.

Chill tonie. rent. iiing itesenie make Hunter Wood.
Hunter Wood, Tr
43 ilt nu lick fat—it's not teeth. Arum
erne,pnff's them up aced ruins their ben. II(
-\11.1i 11'00 & SON.
otaiimiroune
It should only b.
seven 1,7 the direetioe of a
A itorneys-At-Law.
Plletdeiee
Dr. Bella Peppermint Chill Tonic eon
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs ova
Agunnerrairerzwisiamm.oBUSTS!'0°111111.16 JIRDSt tains
no arsenic. It contains no kiDli of Planter;
Bank
reeieon. It cares chills permanently.
When the spring time comes "gentle
Strange Quadrupeds From Every C
It makes stout. Retina bone and re h. ns HOPKINSVILLE. KENTUCKY.
Annie," like all other sensible persons,
Giant and Dwarf Animals of All Kinds.—Skier with 3 eyes, 3 nost Is and 3 blood :flesh vigor and vitality. Sold by
will cleanse the liver and renovate the
bane;Dissipative Cattle, Tiny Z4itil and Ponies Cate little Dwarf E ephantie R. C. Hardwi( k.
erftem with DeWitt'
, Little Early
Haas Mare. Etc.
Or-Extraordinary Features and Wonderful At nictitate,.
0. V. By. Time Table. His •rs, famous little pills
King George's physician was certair
for the liver
All new for the season.
and
stomach all the year round.
V.1. ADDISON, M.D.,Cary, Miss.,says:
Oorreseted May 81, teed
ly right when he said it would be better
"I use Wino of Eardui extenslye!• la
- Dollar - Free - Street - P ade'. for hie patient's health to leave Athens.
frOrTH NOVIED
przoti^e and find Its mcrt excellent
my
Li the past ten months there having
Return of Columbus to Btrc-elona, aril the Immense au I Sapb-2rb
preparation for female treteees."
No.
1
daily
No.
8
daily
Team
of
40 horses, at 9 A. M. on Show Day. Cheap Excursions
been
an
increast of $15,000,000 in GovPersonal —The gentleman who az ' LT. Evansville 6:lb a. rr
from all points.
wo Per420 p.m
forssumas Daily, at 2 and 3 P. M. Doors open an hour earlier.
ernment expenditures, it is no wonder
impel the congregation last Sunday by 1 Lv. Henderson 7 :02"
6 :08 "
coughing will find instant Lv. Corydon
that the deficit which began under Her
7:28"
5:el "
Admission to Everything, 50c. Children unvears Ha -Price continually
relief by using One Minute Cough Curti Lv. Morganfield 7:55"
beet ••
son and continue 1 under Cleveland has
Reserved Seats at regular price, and Admission
Tickets at usual a TWICE! at a speedy and hermless remedy fcr Lv. DeKoven
8:27"
6:87 "
L. MAIN'S DRUG STORE, No 4 North Main Street.
grown some more under McKinley, rethreat and lung troubles. R. 0. Hard Lie Marion
9:21"
7.35 '
r
liuALIA.i.
marks the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
)
1AY
wick.
11
5
TH;
Lv.
NASHVILLE
Princeton
.
27TII;
MAY
10:21
YVU.L Exhibit at
"
LA Ilk
5.10 "
Az-v. Hopkinsrille 11 :130 noon 9:50 p. to
It is said that persons afflicted witl
NO:1111 BOUND.
Call for Christian Coun- Extracted without pain for
"A MODERN GYPSY,"
kleptomania always fed that they ough
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily
Thrilling story of circus life, by the eminent novelist,
Charles Theod re M ur- to take something for it.
ty Bonds.
v. Hopkineville 5:41) a. to. 2 eS3 p. to
50 cents with vitalized air.
ray, profusely illustrated, beautiful colored cover.
Princeton
arrive 4 :00
6 ..37 to
All bonds outstanding against ChrisA FULL SET OF TEETH $7.
For Sale in all Book Stores,:!:;1,.../,' 1''"T's'N" And in the Circus Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic
leave 4:45 tiaa county, Kentucky. am( which
said
t resents a happy combination of simple Lv. Marion
Teeth
inserted w i t Ii o u t
7:111"
6:41
'
bowie
are
of
Price only 2.7. Cents.
lisle July I, Dee', and clue
and harmless vegetable remedies. The Lv. DeKoven
"
6 e1 "
and payable July 1-t, 1h07, are hereby
plate.
fir-t dole. warms the blood ane promotes Lv. Moreantleld 9:u2"
7:12 '•
called in for payment and concellation
IN circulation. You feel better as soon Lv. Corydon
9:80"
7:41
and all interest on same ern be stopped
as you take it It is (efferent from any Lv. Hendereon 9:52"
--a -.Oae-•
8:07 "
and diecoutinued on and after the said
other. It is better tean any other. It Arr. Evansville 10:40"
Natural
teeth
good
made
as
8:55
tat
(lay
of July 1597. Holders and ownPuree the chills no they stay cured and
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
ers of said bonds are ordered and directas new. Crown and bridge FINE STALLIONS!
leaves your stomach. lixer and digestive
ed
to
present said bond to theCityBank,
Learn Boner.
organ. in it healthful condition. Sold
work
a specialty. All
of
Hopkinsville, Ky , for payment on
by R. U. Hardwick.
Lv. Alerzauflela 9:10 a. to. 7:15 p. in.
I have made contract for the services
work guaranteed at
Ary. Uniontown so:35 a. in. 7:40 p. to aie said let day of July I597. Done by
of
Major S. R. Crutubaugh's celebrrted
erre
r
of the Christian County Fiscal
When such a man as Mark Hanna
SOUTH BOUND
thoroughbred stallions Elkwood and
Court, this the lush day of April, 1507.
ereaks down the pressure for the spoils Lv. Uniontown 7:25 a. to. 5:25
•
p. m
Dunboyne for the season of '97 and will
.1110. W. Breathitt,
must indeed be great.
Arv. Morgantield 7:50 a. m. 6 :50 p.
I
Geo.
H.
Meyers,
stand
them
at
the
Liberal
stable
Advances
of
Forbes &
made on Tobacco. Four months storact- Free
Commissioners:
LOCAL YRZIOAT TRAINS.
Thomas M Barker,
Summers Building, Bro. at the following terms:
For Style, quality and low prices they are not s rpass- When a cold is contracted, cure it at 1.Y, Princeton
I
Otho
H
Anderson.
7:15
a.
daily.
to.
On, Minute Cough Cure will set Are Hopkinsville
ed. Flowers, foliage, ribbons, ldces, ornaments, neck one.
Hopkinsville, Ky. ELK woot.r—Thoroughbrod mares, fe.25 ;
Tett on the road to reeoveryin a minute Lye Hopkinsville 10:20 a. to. daily;
common mares, $15.
Sale
of
Christi
an
5:00
Counp.
m.
daily.
rushing, chifons in rich profusion.
It will cure-' pmuenrrmou,ia, eronchitie,
Arr. Princeton
DUNROYNE — Thoroughbred mares,
7 :15 p. to.
croup and all forms of meg and throat
ty Bonds.
B. F. Mitehell, 0. F. & P. A.
PARKCI-213 CINCER TONIC
$20; common mares, $10.
troubles. It. C. Hardwick.
1101tty,•ist
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Ina
s a awl
Evansville. ml
eoals the, and se ,.,..d i', soaama
OFFICE OF COUNTY JUDGE.
r •
Not responsible for accidents should
car
trSirne,i f,. raw. •Ialter awl lo,vcvl
I on sa'ie!jou 1510 25 pH cr. On goursprin
MoPKINhVILLE, KENTUCXY, April 9th,
Did you ever notice that tht• best thing
any occur.
PARKER'S
1597.
about some men is the stories their
HAIR BALSAM
FOR SALE—$100,000 of Christian
ELIZWOOD.
I Inns.. lea besni.,
.es the h•fr.
I have a first-class trimmer. I can give you tri lmed wives tell?
county, Kentucky, five Oa per cent. reI ,..1..,tee • lostatunt rowth.
Thoroughbr
Never
Pitt.
ed chestnut stallion 1534
to
Instor•
Grey
funding bonds, dated July 1st: 181.07,aud
hata from 25c to $15.00.
liar to its YOUttinal
hands high, magnificent conformation
Curie scalp donao• hale tear.
running for a period of thirty (301 years
One of Two Ways
Inc.aed Ii,.. at !emu*,
.3
7 hcan.h. The secret of he21th is with the right reserved to the
with plenty of bone awe substance, was
sweetensNDERCORN$ Thsonissurs Cars
Will be Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April
county
tian
to
redeem
the
said
bonds,
Mops
a long-diet:ince race harm with great
au
pus.
Mates imams rausy.lie. isIkstgpssa
The bladder was created for one pur- the power to digest and assim or any of them, at any time after 5 years
1st,
2d ailid 3d. Every lady cordially invited to
powers of endura4ce. He is by Eolus,
pose, namely, a receptacle for the urine, ilate a proper quanity of food. from and after their date—said bonds
attend
Old see our beautiful display of fine Patson
of Imp. Leamington (he, sire of
and the interest thereon to be payable
and as such it is not liable to any forin
This
in the lawful money of the UnitedStates
can
never
be
done
Longfellow)
whet;
tlam
his
was
Ninnie
tern
AnHat
O and Bonnets.
of disease except by one of two ways.
of America. Said bonds are of the dedrews by Victory, son of Uncle Vic, he
the
liver
does
The
first
not
act
it's
way
part.
is
from
nomination of $1 OM each, bearing inimperfect action
Jiro. B. Caoryzit....•
A. G. LANOMAN.
by Lexington, etc.
kiftECKENRIDJE CAèTLUAN of the kidneys.
terest at the rate of 5 per cent. per anThe second way is from
opened that
Mme. FLEURETTE LEVY.
num, payable semeannually,on the first
DUNBOYNE.
careless local treatment of other diseanies.
bottle of
day e f January and July each year;
Thoroughbred Bay stallion, 16 hands
Chief cause.
Tut's Liver Pills are an abso- principle and interest payable at the
high, a regular bull dog, and iron works
City Bank, iu the city of Hopkinsville,
Unhealthy urine from unhealthy kidlute cure for .;:..k headache,dys- Ky. These bonds are issued by virtue
finest boned horse in Kenttuay and for
neys is the chief cause of bladder
of an order of
servicable horses you could not find a
troubles and suffering so painful to pepsia, sour st(,mach, malaria. tian county. the Fiscal Court of ChrisKentucky, approved April
better horse to breed to. He is by Unmany that life is made miserable. The constipation, torpid liver,
6, 1507, under authority of an act of the
piles.
The popping of a
cles, son of Lexington, out of Imp. Frey
General
Assembly
womb like the bladder was created for
of the C01111112011cork
from
a
bottle of
by Dundee, etc.
(INCORPORATED.
one purpose, and if left alone it is not jaundice, bilious fever, bilious- wealth el Kentucky, dated August in,
Hires is a signed of
1892, and being sectiou 1e52 of the
good health and pleaNo better bred horse in the studliable to become diseased, except in rare ness and kindred diseases.
Kentucky Statutes.
sure. A sound the
Managers Sou'h.rn
book, and at the low price above quotcanoes. When in position the womb is
Sealed proposals will be received until
old folks like to hear
ed his book ought to fill within a week's
12 o'clock to., Mayetith, 1897, at the ofsituated back of and very close to the
—the children can't
Coluinbia Building. Lnutsville, Ky.
fice
of
the
County
Judge of Christian
time.
bladder, and for that reason any disresist it.
county, Hopkinsville, Kentucky, for the
Doss the largest business in Kentucky and largest in the
Southern States 4nd also tress, disease or inconvenience manifestCLAY POWELL,
purchase in whole are in part of the
the largest in the world. Liberal and Progressive in
Management.
ed in the kidneys, back, bladder or uriaforesaid bonds.
.5At Forbes & Bros. Stable.
Proposals must be sealed and addressWALTER F. GARNETT & CO.. - Local Agents, nary passage is often by mistake, attriNINE
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'Bond
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of Chrisbuted to female weakness or womb
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Rootbeer
A full line of McCormick binders,
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Hopkinsville, Ky.
trouble of some sort. The error is easiIs composed of the ••
Hopkinsville, Kentucky, and marked
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very Ingredients the
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GAITHER er WEST,

Old and Broken Down
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For STYLISH !CLLINERY,
PATTERN HATS and BONE TS.

Baltimora Dental Parlors,

Merdhans

Hopkinsville. EY
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hat

“The Leader"

Secret of Beauty
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